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Conferences to Aid
Farmers.
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A tour, including the following
states in the Tennesaee Valley—
Mississippi. Alabama. Georgia, Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee
and Kentucky—and sponsored by
the TVA, entered Calloway County
Friday morning, May 30, at the Joe
Dunn farm north of Kirksey and
inspected demonstration Plots on
three different farms before ending the two-day trip with a visit
to Kentucky Dam at Gilbertsville.
Following the inspection of grass
and pasture demonstrations on the
Dunn place, the group looked over
wheat demonstration plots on the
H. V. Clark farm at Kirksey.
The 38 members of the party
enjoyed a delightful dinner prepared and served by Mrs. J. H.
Walston and the home economics
department of Kirksey high school
before seeing crimson clover and
rye grass demonstrations on the
W. V. Edmonds farm.
The visits in Calloway County
terminated a two day tour, which
started at Knoxville, Tenn., on
WedneidaY morning, May 28. Entering Kentucky through the Cumberland Gap, the party visited exFariston,
periment stations at
Berea. Lexington. Campbellsville,
Greenville, Princeton .and one
in Graves
demonstration farm
county, for the purpose of witnessing progress in the soil rebuilding program sponsored by the
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
which is symbolized by its sloFarms
Kentucky
gan: "Keep
Green."
Following the tour, Alex McNeil, Tennessee, chairman of the
group, stated that "Undoubtedly
Kentucky is the country's outstanding State - in the, use of phosphate and lime." McNeill added
that in the past three years Kentucky has used three-fourths of
all the phosphate made available
by the AAA to the six states in
the east central region.
Wednesday morning's CourierJournal carried a picture of W.
B. Edmonds. Calloway county
farmer of the Kirksey community,
discuseing the soil rebuilding organization with Dr. George Roberts, agronomist of the Kentucky
Experiment Station who is director
of this program in the state.

Local Residents
Will Open New
Electric Store
Emerson Crowley, Lee Crass, and
Van Latta, officials of the NYA
camp for college students here, announced today they are opening
a store for the sale of Westinghouse Electric products and their
opening announcement will appear
in next week's issue.
All three of these men are well
known here. Crass formerly was
instructor in agriculture at Kirksey high, school before assuming
his duties at Murray State.
The firm, to go under the term
"The Shop", will sell all sorts of
Westinghouse appliances, including electric ranges, refrigerators,
"We have
water heaters, etc.
chosen Westinghouse products to
sell," Crowley said, "because we
feel they more nearly approach
the ideal of modern requirements
than other brands'.

Home Ec Teachers
To Attend State
Meet, June 10-14

iAT
'ED
ERS

For the first time in seven years, I
Calloway county will have a Home
Demonstration Agent. The Fiscal
Court, in session Tuesday, voted
to re-elect County Agent John
Cochran for another year and to
employ a home agent, which will
give Calloway county a complete
agricultural extension personnel.
Announcement has nut been
made as to who the new Home
Demonstration Agent will be, but
Miss Myrtle Weldon of the Extension Division, University of
Kentucky, was instructed by the
Court to make the selection in
order that the work might begin
with the new fiscal year, July 1.
The addition of the Home Agent
will add an appropriation of $600.00
to the- $1000.00 already being paid
by Calloway County to the support
of the agricultural extension program in this county. This total of
$1600.00 will give the citizens of
this county the services of five
agents and two full time clerks,
the remainder of the expense being bourne by the State Extension
Program.
County Agent Cochran came to
Murray in July, 1934, to relieve
John Bondurant who had been
John T. Cochran
agent here for six months. Mr.
Cochran acted as assistant agent
under Mr. Bondurant for 15 days
before taking over the entire work
in this county.
The staff now boasts two assistants and one associate agent. They
are Kelly Cromwell, who came to
Murray as assistant in 1935, and First District American Legion
to Meet Sunday at
Ray Brownfield, who took us his
Columbus
duties a year ago. The associate
agent is C. 0. Bondurant, who
The annual Convention of the
serves Marshall, Livingston, Calloway and Trigg counties, came to First District American Legion Dethis county in 1939.
partment of Kentucky will be held
Calloway county's enlarged agri- at Columbus. Ky., on Sunday,
cultural program will mean added June 9, according to John S. Kenadvantages to the farm people of dall, First District Commander.
the county, since it will again give
Registration will begin at 9:00
the women an active organization o'clock and all 1940 members of
through which to cooperate in. the American Legion and the Auxmaking farm life the beet way of iliary will be admitted free to the
living.
Columbus-Belmont Memorial State
-Benefits from the program will Park, where the event will be
many times repay the relative?), held.
small amount expended by CalloA program with several noted
way County to bring these agents speakers will besgiven during the
to this community.
day and election of (Miser* for the
•
ensuing year will be held in the
afternoon session. A Mississippi
River catfish dinner will be served
at the noon hour.
All legionnaires and auxiliary
members are urged to be present
for the meeting.
"With the European situation beBlanks Standing Rock 7-0 at Dover ing as it is today, there will be
Celebration; Downs NYA 9-3
discussions and possibility of resoand Tops Rock Team 2-1
lutions to be drawn during the
meeting," Mr. Kendall stated.
Pine Bluff's baseball club went
on a stampede last Thursday, Saturday and Sunday to win three
tonsecutives games.. The Eldridgemen's first victim was Standing
Rock who was blanked 7-0 before
a huge crowd at the Memorial Day
celebration held at Dover last
Thursday. On Sunday the Bluffers
With the opening of the season
took a double header on their for 4-H Club and Future Farmers
home diamond. The first game of America livestock shows and
was a league game with the .Mur- sales, Albert H. Morrill, president
ray NYA club who was given a of the 'Kroger Grocery and Bak9-3 setback by the East Siders. In ing Co., announced that the firm's
the nightcap, Standing Rock was buyers are planning to increase
agaih the loser in a well played their participation in these events.
game. The score was 2-1.
During 1939 Kroger took part
In Thursday's game at Dover, Pine in 59 of these shows and purBluff's Smotherman and Hamlin chased a total of 788 animals raised
got on base in the first inning on by youthful farmers throughout
fielders' choices and Lyon came the Middlewest and South, accordto the plate and blasted out a ingto Morrill. Compared with the
homer to make the score stand at previous year this represents an
3-0 until the seventh when Will- increase of 280 per Cent in the
oughby singled to start the fire- number of shows attended and 368
works. During the hitting rally per cent in the number of animals
four more runs were added to bought. he said. During 14138 Kromake the score stand 7-0, Pine ger bought 211 animals at 21
Bluff. Batteries were, Pine Bluff, shows..
Smotherman and Bucy; Standing
It was announced that the firm
Rock, Knott and Jobe. Pine Bluff planned to continue its general
collected 6 hits and no walks. policy of supporting the market by
Standing Rock hit safely 4 times bidding on runners-up instead of
and received no walks. Smother- attempting to buy grand chamman struck out 9 and Knott 4.
pions and reserve champions. This
In the first game of the double- plan was adopted a number of
header, Smotherman led thesialtiff- years ago when it was observed
ers to a 9-3 win over Murray NYA that the top animals nearly always
by smashing out 2 doubles and a brought
prensium prices, while
single and followed by Thurman runners-up sometimes sold below
vett.11., 3 singles. Willoughby and the market to the keen disappointBucy formed the Bluff battery and ment of youthful owners.
Young worked for
Feaque an
However, in several instances
the NYA. Willoughby struckout where circumstances seemed to
6 and walked 2; Feaque whiffed warrant it, Kroger biiyers did
3 and walked four. The NYA's purchase blue ribbon animals, incollected 6 hits and the Bluffmen cluding the grand champion barpoled out 8. NYA scored one in row at the International Livestock
the 2nd, 1 in the sixth. and 1 in Exposition in Chicago, and several
the eighth. Pine Bluff tallied 1 grand champion steers at other
in 2nd, 5 in fourth, 2 in sixth, and shows. Included in Kroger's 1939
1 in eighth.
purchases at 4-H Club and Future
The nightcap affair saw an ex- Farmers of America shows were
cellent pitching duel between Cur- 474 cattle, 192 lambs and 112 hogs,
ry of the Bluff and Sykes of Morrill said.
Standing Rock, but again the
Rivermen hit in the pinch to win
2-1. Sykes gave up 3 hits and 1 COLDWMPRIVWUNDAY SCHOOL
walk, but Curray allowed only 1 TO PRESENT PROGRAM JUNE 9
bingle and 1 walk.
Big Rock, Tenn., reported to be
Coldwater Methodist SunTh
undefeated this year, will oppose day School will present its annual
the Bluffmen Saturday afternoon Sunday School program Sunday
on the 'letters diamond. Accord- morning, June 9 The public is ining to Manager Eldridge, Big Rack vited to attend this annual event.
will give his team a real test and
added that his team would have
Mrs. J. R. Villines. Caldwell counto be in fall form to taken the
ty, has canned large quantities of
Tennesseans.
white perch fish suCcessfully.

Hold

One hundred farm people whose
Retains Post As I farming
operations lie - wholly or
partially within the portions of
County Agent
the Tennessee River Valley in Cal-

CONVENTION DATE
SET FOR JUNE 9

PINE BLUFF NINE
TAKES 3 IN ROW

Kroger Plans to
Increase Bidding
at 4-H, FFA Sales

loway County, which is being purchased and will be flooded on the
completion of the Kentucky Darn,
attended a series of seven community meetings held in that area
by Ageicultural Extension workers,
C. 0. Bondurant and Ray B.
Brownfield, last week. The meetings were held at Redden, Newburg, Russell Chapel, Brandon,
Pleasant Valley, F. H. Spiceland's
farm and Shannon School.
The purpose of the meetings was
to further acquaint the people in
that area of the county with the
extra Agricultural Extension services which are now provided
through 'the placing of additional
workers in
this
county. Mr.
Brownfield devotes his entire time
to work in Calloway County and
Mr. Bondurant works in Calloway,
Marshall, Livingston, Lyon and
Trigg. The work in this county
is under the general direction of
County Agent Jno. T. Cochran.
The extra services to the farm
people generally and especially to
those located directly in the Kentucky Dam Reservoir Area include
an extensive county planning study
of the entire county, which involves mapping of the county,
with aid of local farm leaders, into
type of farming and land use areas
which differ one from another and
the analyzing of farm business
operations in each of these different areas; and special educational
and informational services for the
people directly affected by the
purchase and flooding of the Kentucky Dasn Reservoir.
The listing of farms for sale,
through the County Agent's office
without cost to the seller or buyer,
is an informational service in
which the people in attendance
at the meetingssexpressed considerable interest. They were espcially anxious to learn about, farms
that are for sale in Calloway County. but were also impressed by the
large number of farms which have
been listed from other Kentucky
counties
a and other states. The
listing service is open to all owners and agents who have farm
property for sale.
It was also explained at these
meetings that the county planning
study gives more basic information on which to make farm recommendations to the Tennessee Valley farmers who relocate in the
different type of farming and land
use areas of Calloway County.
Many of the farmers who attended
these meetings have been bought
out and paid off by TVA, and some
have bought new farms.

Call Meeting for
Golf Course Men is
Set for Monday Nite

Tremendous Offensive is
Temporarily on
Somme

Halted

Adolf Hitler's armored German
legions, concentrating on a drive
toward - Paris, 'were meeting'resistance this morning more stubborn than any they have experienced thirster in all their lightning war on France and Britain.
A French communique declared
that at no point had the Germans
broken through General Maxime
Weygand's strategic defense,. but
they were smashing hard at tremendous cost of men and materials
along a 128 mile front on the
Somme. They are 58 miles from
Paris.
Early this week, after England
had succeeded in evacuating 300,000 of her trapped soldiers in the
region of Dunquerkue which the
Germans took, Hitler sent his
troops against
Paris—the move
coming with remarkable suddenness after Prime Minister Winston
Churchill of Britain had warned
France could expect little help
from Britain for at least six
months—or sufficient time for England to recuperate from her terrific losses in Flanders.
The danger of Italy's entrance
into the war on the side of Germany was imminent this morning
as Mussolini, like a stalking bull,
awaited the 'proper cue to send his
men into battle.

Retiring
Commander

Bryan

Tolley

The Murray American Legion'
.Post alos. 73 announced today that
Make Erwin, Hazel, has been
elected Post Commander to succeed Bryan Tolley, retiring commander.
Other officers elected were H. T.
Waldrop, first vice-president; A.
D. Butterworth, second vice-president; Connie B. Ford, adjutant;
Max B. Hurt, service officer;
George R. Williams, sergeant-atarms; Alton E. Barnett, historian;
Hall Hood, chaplain; and George
S. Hart, finance officer.
Delegates selected to attend the
district convention at Columbus
this week-end were F. B. Crouch,
Otto Swann, Joe T. Lovett, Nix
Han is, George R. Williams, and
Eddie Roberts.
At the election meeting, round
table talks were made by several
members reviewing the activities
of the organization. Under the
leadership of Commander Tolley
during the last /ear, the Legion
has sponsored and encouraged the
schoolboy patrol; the Boy Scouts,
the Christmas gift program, contributed to the Free Library Project for Calloway county. and gave
active cooperation to worthy community enterprises.
Claims and correspondence for
ex-service men have been given an
extensive service during the past
year and a number of transients
who proved themselves worthy exservice
men have been aided by
to
the local post.

JUNE 14 SET FOR
FELLOWSHIP MEET

Miss Stark Wins
at National Hotel
Recipe Contest Breakfast
Promote Closer Unity of
Murray Men
According to announcement in
the Courier-Journal of Monday,
June 3, Miss Dorothy Stark of
Kirksey, has been awarded the
$50.00 prize offered in the CourierJournal receipe contest for weaing cakes. Miss Stark calls the
confection made by the prize-winning formula "June Bride Cake",
Miss Stark is a daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. J. V. Stark of Kirksey.
She is a graduate of Kirksey High
School and is a junior at Murray
State Teachers College, where she
is studying 1-1qme Economics.

Paducah is Host
To KPA Sessions
Convention
Meets Today
Paducah for 3-Day
Conference

In

The Kentucky Press Association
will convene in Paducah this afternoon for a 3-day session, it was
announced today by Joe LaGore,
managing editor of the Paducah
Sun-Democrat, who is president
of the Association.
Friday's program will include
visits to the 'Kentucky Dam at
Gilbertsville
and
the
Ancient
Buried City at Wickliffe and boat
rides in the afternoon. Herbert
Agar, editor of the Courier-Journal, will address the group in
the evening. The convention will
be 14Id in conjunction with the
annual Western Kentucky Starwberry Festival which takes place
in Paducah today, Friday, and
Saturday.

All contributors and all other
persbns interested in any capacity
in the municipal golf course to be
built north of Murray this year
were requested urgently to attend
a mass meeting at the courthouse
at 7:30 Monday night for the purpose of carrying out immediate
SCOUT PARENTS NOTICE
pressing business
Elmus Beale, secretary of the
Members of Murray Scout Troop
Chamber of Commerce, said it was
extremely
necessary
that
all No. 45 will attend Camp Pakenparties involved be at the meeting. tuck June 30-July 7. The cost will
be $5 per boy for the week. It
is an ideal camp for boys and has
a staff of experts in charge of the
WE CONGRATULATE-- activities. See that your son has
the privilege of spending one full
week in this fine camp. If there
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Pittman, are any questiona about the camp,
Pottertown, upon the birth of a its personnel, surroundings, etc.,
daughter, weighing 9 pounds, who I will be glad to talk to you pararrived this morning.
ents and explain the setup of this
Mr. and Mrs. Holley Luter of annual Scout camp. Call 466 or
near Hazel, upon the bisth of a 55, or I will be glad to come to
73' pound son, who was born your home. Reservations must be
June 5. He has been named in within the next 5 days.
Frank Allen.
Ralph Wear, Scoutmaster

A fellowship breakfast, which is
open to the business and professional men of Murray, will be
given Friday morning, June 14.
at 7:00 at the National Hotel.
Plates will be thirty cents each
and reservations may be made by
calling Bryan Tolley, Wildy Berry
or Dr. 0. C. Wells.
The idea for such a group meeting grew out of the successful
breakfast which was held during
the observance of Boy Scout Week.
but the committee in charge of
arrangements is anxious that it be
understood that this gathering is
not for business purposes and is
by no means a drive to raise funds
for any cause. It is purely a fellowship meeting and for the purpose of fostering friendship and
genuine- liking among the business
and professional men of this city.
According to the committee, the
breakfast on June 14th will be
the first of a series of monthly
breakfasts. A very short program
will i>e given, since plans are for
the group to be together only for
a period of 45 minutes.
Since only 100 guests can be
accommodated at this time, reservations should be made at once.
The pastors of all churches are
urged to attend.

Postal Employees
of County Enjoy
Picnic Tuesday
Post Office employees of Calloway county. with - their families.
enjoyed a fish fry at Pine Bluff
Tuesday evening, June 4, with approximately 70 present.
Guests
not included among the employes
and their families were Luther
Robertton of Murray. Charlie Denham of Hazel and Dr. H. B. Winters, Mt. Pleasant, Tex.
Following the delightful meal
which was prepared in the special
"Steele" manner, the entire party
made a boat trip up the river.
In an impromptu program, Jesse
Roberts, representing the rural
carriers who were responsible for
the outing. presented Postmaster
Harry I. Sledd, who made a short
talk.
Arrangements for the
Picnic
were in the hands of Will H.
Whitnell.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Sledd, Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Clendenon. Mr. and Mrs.
Grover Boston, Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
Ford, Isaac Fords, Mr. and Mrs.
C. L. Ross. Mr. and Mrs.' Rudy
Gardner, Mr. and
Mrs. Clint
Skaggs, Mr. and
Mrs. Rudy
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Will Jones,
Jesse J. Roberts. Max Hurt, Geraldine Hurt, William E. Clark, J.
N. Reed, Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ward,
Darwin White, Charlie Denham,
Luther Robstson. Maynard Ragsdale, Mr. aCd Mrs. Peter Kuhn.
Mr. and Mrs. Connie E. Ford, Preston Jones. Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
Waldrop, Charles Waldrop, Robert Owen, Van D. Valentine, Mr.
and Mrs. Hal Hurt, Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Whitnell, Mr. and Mrs. carrue Hendon, Gene Hendon, G.1 M.
Thurman. Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
Copeland, Mr. and Mrs. oGeorge
Williams and Dr. H. B. Winters.

Mrs. Ralph Churchill,liome economics teacher at Murray High
School and Miss Geneva Outland, recently elected to teach
home economics at Crofton. Ky
for the coming year. will attend
the Vocational Home Economics
In an address before 500 Young Graves, Marshall, Trigg, Hickman,
Camp Conference which will be
Democrats from all counties of the Fulton, Ballard, Carlisle, Marion,
held at the State Camp in HardFirst District here Saturday night. and others.
,
insburg June 10-14.
Mayor Joseph D Scholtz of LouisW. P. Curtin of Mayfield was
The - conference is co-sponsored
President master of ceremonies. Club officers
ville
predicted
that
by the United States Department
Roosevelt would receive the Demo- and distinguished guests were inof Agriculture Division of Procratic nomination for a third term troduced by Judge Crowder. Folgram Study and Discussion of the
by acclamation. "His administra- lowing remarks by Attorney GenBureau of Agricultural Economics
tion is the only sure program to eral Meredith, Dr. James H. Richand the Division of Vocational Eddeal with the exisiting world mond introduced Mayor Scholtz.
ucation of the State Department
order", Mayor Scholtz said.
The Louisville mayor, inviting
of Education, and is for the home
Among the notables present at the group to attend the National
economics teachers what the meetthe huge First District rally were Convention of Young Democrats
ing being conducted this week is
Senator Stahr of Hickman, Rep- in Louisville in 1941, declared
to state agriculture teachers.
resentative Ralph HamIllian of Crit- Western Kentucky was a DemoNationally known speakers and
tenden and Lovingstons counties: cratic utopia and asserted the days
. authorities on economics and reRepresentative Davis Moore of of Democracy in Kentucky are unlated subjects will give lectures
County; Repre- limited. He asked members of
Carlisle-Ballard
Throughout the conference.
sentativa Pink Curd of Calloway the party to aid in giving the
Monday's program will be based
County; __Alterney General Hub- Democratic administration its bigupon the subject "Backgrounds".
ert Meredith; Railroad Commis- gest victory in history this fall.
Billy Shelton's orchestra played
sioner Robert E. Webb; Dr. James
On Tuesday the subject for discussion will center around "The
H. Richmond, president of Murray for the banquet and also for a
Modern
State College; Mayor George Hart' dance which followed. So heavy
Place of Government in
In Pike county, recordi show that
Society."
of Murray; former Senator T. 0. was the traffic after the banquet despite low egg
prices, the most
the
Thursday
and
Turner; Joe T. Lovett, Murray: that a jam held up vehicles for an careful managers still make
Wednetilday
money
Judge W. H. CraWfter, Mayfield. hour.
discussions will be on "Religionon poultry.
president of state Young DemoHiram Tucker, president of the
alism and Nationalism" and "Edcratic Clubs, and many others.
Calloway county Young Democrats,
ucation in Modern Society".
Thirty 4-H club members in CarCounties represented included and As H. Kopperud, secretary, reFive registered bulls were imThe program Friday will be ter ['minty were furnished certified
By going to Pennsylvania and
giveh' over to discussion of State geed corn by the Grayson Com- ported into Calhoun county last Livingston, Lyon, Calloway, Cald- ceived the plaudits of the group getting gilts f.o.b., Hobert Prewitt
"s
month.
well, Crittenden, McCracken, for sponsoring the convention,
mescial Bank
e of Liberty, Ky., cut ocosts in half.
problems.
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Mayor Scholtz Predicts Roosevelt
Nomination by Acclamation this Fall

Jimmy Boone Hit
By Motor Monday

For First Time, Term Will
be of Eight Weeks
Duration
COLLEGE EXPECTS
LARGE ENNROLLMENT
For the first time in its history,
Murray' State Teachers College
will hold an eight-weeks summer
session, which will open Monday,
June, 10. All departments of the
college will be in operation during the summer and the regular
faculty will conduct the work.
Registration for the summer term
will take place on Monday with
classwork opening Tuesday morning.
With the shortened term,
nine semester hours will constitute a maximum load, with eight
hours the. minimum load. This
makes it possible for a student to
complete the equivalent to one
half semester's work during this
session.
College officials report that a
large number of rooms have been
reserved in the dormitories for the
summer and the enrollment is
expected to be unusually large.
The eight week term will be
carried out in all four State
teachers colleges while the University of Kentucky will hold the
usual ten weeks' term.

Huge Crowd Is
Expected at Dam
Sunday Afternoon
A crowd estimated to reach 50,000 is expected to converge on
the Kentucky Darn at Gilbertsville
Sunday, provided weather conditions are suitable, to take part in
the open house program sponsored
jointly by the Tennessee Valley
Authority and the Lower Tennessee Valley Association.
At that time. officials of the TVA
will guide visitors over the darn
site, showing the progress of the
work, and will introduce them to
the entire activity of the project.

Jimmy Boone, six year old son
of Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Boone of
South Sixth Street, was painfully
hurt Monday when he was hit by
a delivery truck as he was crossing the street near his home.
The little fellow sustained a
broken right arm and numerous
cuts, of which a deep gash on the
right forearm was the worst. He
was carried -to the Clinic-Hospital
but was removed to his home
Monday evening where he will be
observed by physicians to determine whether other injuries will
prove of a serious nature.
According to his father, the details of the accident have not
been determined further than that
Jimmy, with one of his playmates,
Mrs. Eaton Paschall, formerly of
was crossing the street when struck
the 4outh Pleasant Grove comby the truck.
munity in this county and a daughter of the Rev. and Mrs. H. F.
Robbins of Henry County, Tenn.,
has accepted a position as supervisor in the Derma-Way University of Hair' and Beauty Culture,
Detroit.
Mrs. Paschall, who has been
studying Cosmetology for fifteen
Three Gallons of Whiskey and 400
months graduated from this school
Gallons of Mash Captured
on May 5 and has successfully
Near Brandon's Mill
passed her state examinations at
Lansing, Mich.
A 100-gallon still, together with
three gallons of whiskey and 400
gallons of mash was captured by PLANT SEEN ON HAZEL
Sheriff J. I. Fox early Tuesday aftHIGHWAY IS HAIRY VETCH
ernoon about one and one-half
miles northwest of Brandon's Mill.
According to County Agent John
NO, arrests have been made.
Cochran, the blue flowering plant
The location of the still, which seen growing on the bank on the
is some nine miles from Murray, is Hazel Highway just south of the
described by Sheriff Fox as being Luther Jackson place, about which
ideal for hiding the still, which was
questioned repeatedly
found on the banks of a small he has been
branch in a heavily wooded section. during the past few days, is Hairy
A steep bank of unusual height pro- Vetch, an important cover crop.
tected the site of the still on one Mr. Cochran states that the plant
side while an open space of con- is adaptable to conditions in this
siderable size beyond the branch locality and would prove an exand in front of the still enabled ceptionel cover crop for use here.
operators to see anyone approaching long before they reached the
spot.
A search of several hours was
required before officers were able
to reach the still, the scene of which
showed recent operation although
no one was found.
Sinking Springs Missionary Baptist Church will begin its Daily Vacation Bible School Monday, June
10. C. Wl Lawrence, pastor of the
church makes the following announcement:
"We have eight fine. consecrated
teachers to lead in the different
departments; therefore, we are exContracts were let by the Board pecting a large attendance of boys
of Directors of the Western Dark and girls from 4 years to 20 years
Fired Tobacco Association Tuesday of age and the parents have a corfor the handling of the 1940 crop dial invitation to come at any and
of tobacco, with the firm of Far- all times to the school.
"The school hours will be from
ris and Doran receiving the contract to operate the Association 1:00 to 3:30 p. m. pfeiriptly.
"There will be a truck that will
floor in Murray.
going
W. B. Kennedy r&C Son were suc- start from Lynn Grove
cessful in securing the - contract South to' Harris Grove, turning
for Mayfield and J. A. Crosswy East to the church; unloading, and
Tobacco Company will operate the starting from Wiswell going South
Association floor in Paris, Tenn. to South Howard School house;
Bunnie Farris. of Farris & Doran, turning East going to the Gibbs'
has announced that the new Doran Store road; turning North to
warehouse, now under construction Gibbs' Store, and turning West to
on East Maple Street, will be used the church. Have your children
in this connection during the next ready to meet the truck at any
place on these routes.
season.
"There will be a safe driver, and
Mr. Farris, who will manage the
a helper to stay in the back of'
floor, has been a tobacconist
the truck with the children to
Murray for the past 14 years.
The Association Warehouse was see that they are cared for, and to
operated during the season just protect them from danger.
."Mothers and fathers, we are inpast by Outland Brothers Tobacterested in you, and your children
co Co. of Murray.
whether you are a member of
Sinking Spring Church or not.
.Fifteen Logan county 4-Hers The children of today are the. citid
with
have been supplied with pure-bred zeh.csomoto tomo
tomorrow,
gilts, with 20 club members on the
thou
us and
waiting list.
we will do thee good."

-Mrs. E. Paschall
Accepts Post in
Detroit School

100 GALLON STILL
TAKEN TUESDAY

Sinking Spring Daily
Vacation Bible School
Will Begin Monday

Farris-Doran to
Operate Floor
For Association
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Howard Groomes of Henry County,
Emut any other arrangement of war in Europe, I said at the con- her forces to lift valuable conquests
Tenn., near Hazel. were killed,
the session.
clusion I would tell who the next much more easily in Africa and in
It is evident that we cannot low- world ruler is to be.
near Plano, Ill., Sunday night when
southeastern Europe.
er the assessment, but instead must
The demand for greater defense
the car in which they were riding'
We hear many people saying
increase it some, so the right thing Haler is going to rule the world. can be placed much more substanMr. and Mrs. Elvis Wrather and was struck by an escapel Italian
They do not necessarily
Contributions to Th a Department Upon Topics of Interest Are Ito lied
tially ion a different basis. The Mrs.Mildred Roberta, of Lexington convict under the influence of
Li) do ie to hold the assessment to Imposaible!
Although he may for revolution
represent the eminent of tips newspaper. Letters should be brief rarely above 300 words), written
in international affairs
the amount left including the raise .i while rule all
Of their par- liquor, according to information reon one side of paper The writer's name and address, must. lie signed, to be puhttobegt nay with his
Europe. God for- that would likely follow the disso- were recent guests
the state left us with the excep- bid.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Wrather. ceived here. One lad was killed
•
consent We reserve the right to condense.
lution of the British and French
tion of some small homes and
Mr. and Mrs. Ortis Key of Mur- instantly and the other passed away
In about the year 606 B. C. King empires would naturally place the
were most interested for the year and if poorly writte_n their senti- properties that have been listed Nebuchadnezzar saw in a dream a United States in a position greatly ray, were week-end Visitors of in a short time.
To Editor. Ledger & Times
The higher in value than most larger- great vision of a man an metal- different from that which she has relatives in this vicinity.
nwittion
On behalf of the Young Men's! 1940: That is, the election of the ment deserves
Mr. and Mrs. Ocus McPherson
Gingles Wallis, son of Mr. and
sounded for properties. This is the reason for urgic and no one could interpret held in years past_ The desire to
Derhocratic Club
of Calloway Hen. W. H. Crowder of our disa study of your property, so as to
as 'Mrs. J. T. Wallis. graduated with
the dream to the King but Daniel, participate in the division of col- and family of Murray had
Cuun:.y. I desire to take this. ope trict as State presidenc the elec- the youth of'Europe and the East
be
readyniece
their
and
able
to
guest
give
their
a
week-end
better
honors at the University of Tentrio, only man of God there and onies, the necessity of defending
portunity to express my sincere tion of Miss Myra — Bagwell of calls forth the melancholy picture list and have
a just reason for the
Bronzie Dell nessee, Memphis, June 2, and rehe in captivity. Daniel 2 chapter. the Americas without any aid front and cousin, Miss
appreciation 'and gratitude to all Murray as District Secretary, and that is given
valuation
v
you have placed upon
dinwere
Sunday
they
Clark
and
ceived his Ph. C. degree and will
This image the King saw and the British navy, the policy of purthe people of nisi First Congress- of course the selection of Murray
your property.
A YOIJIMPAIL PUNA
; as interpreted by Daniel, system- suing a firm stand .relative to the ner guests of Mr. and May. Frank be home this week,
ional District who assisted in as place for the District Conventhe modern youth confused.
Woodrow
Today
family.
and
Clark
The
county
must
rely
upon
the ; aticallys covers all the history of Wart& of the Pacific, the intention
making the Yoling Men's Demo- tion. Therefore. as I am sure that With unbelieving eyes stares out
real estate for most, and in fact, the world from that time on to of -holding our world markets—all Wheeler accompanied his uncle andcratic banquet held in Murray someone else tat? pick Up where
A considerable building program
world to him profused
Upon
a
75
per
cent
of
her
revenue
as
the the end which I will endeavor to these will be used to justify a larg- aunt, Mr. and Mrs. McPherson to fora the county schools of CalloSaturday. June 1, such a grand 'I leave off and do a much better
intrigue with threats State gets very little from real- show why no man
evening.
Murray
Sunday
er
defense
force.
success. Especially do I want to job as President of the Young With hate,
is to be the
way County was agreed upon by
doubt,.
J. L. Ellis was the week-end the county board of education in
estate, but requires he county_ to ; fifth ruler of the- world.
IL the. Germans win, it appeara
thauk Dr. Sanwa - )3,1Lieknloact,
.10104's _
.of. C•1110- and
saiteesrender -for taxes sufficient to take
If you rulers will read this chap- that the .1.1nitia States will go on guest of his cousin Glenn Doran, the regular May meeting held
Robert Broach and the entire fac- way County. I am today submitFor years in—school and ;then in care of the obligations. Therefore. ter of
Mrs. Emma Paschall Miles is Monday. It was the first regular
Daniel. because it is too a war footing for the next decade
ulty of the College, and also Mr. ting my resignation to Mr. W. H.
life,
reported as improving but is yet meeting for the new superintendG. B. Johnson and his Campus Crowder, as it is impossible for He loved and dreamed with youth- if you do not want to pay so much ; long to give it here, and beginning (or longer). Such a result will
taxes, do not require so much ,it the 30 to 43rd verse You
have tremendous implications for confined to her bed much of the ent, M. 0. Wrather. who recently
Democratic Club for. the fine co- me to devote as much time as
will
ful expectation
see there was to be (Out world the United States. It means wide- time. Mr. and Mrs. Cratic Pas- succeeded R. E. Broach.
operation they gave to make this neee.a.ary to carry on the duties of And now when ready for the from your county government.
spread governmental contror of ehall, Mr. and Mrs. John Paschall,
We had trouble with the state. kingdoms beginning with
this office.
banquet possible. s
Babylon, labor and industry, higher taxes, and
The contract fin building at
strife,
Mrs. Nannie Wicker Paschall
I will aldiatas be happy to co- 'Finds natiop again the enemy of board on livestock, but we argued Medo-Persia. Greece, and Rome.
It was quite an honor and pleas
Smotherman school was let to W.
possible
the
social
curtailment
of
and
North
daughter
Fork
of
near
with
them
on
the
grounds
that
After the downfall of the Roman
ure to the members of the Young operate at any and all times with
nation.
program of the New Deal. It seems Baptist Church in Henry county, C. Bowman, for $1,039. The board
hogs and mules which are the most empire then that left
the feet of destined to end in restrictions on
Men's Democratic Club of Callo- any group or organization in any
and other relatives were guests agreed to rebuild the Utterback
value in Calleway were much less trod and clay which
is
beneficial
matter
to
that
a
is and has the civil liberties of the people as
way County to be host& to and
school, which was destroyed by
Idachinaw and guns and armies in value and also less in numbeen the nations small and great a whole. Already there is evidence of Mrs. Miles Sunday afternoon. fire two years ago and to build a
entertain the members of the worthy cause. I want to thank all
her than in 1938, the comparative since then. Nero tried
Houston Paschall of Tennessee,
El19$
to
rule
Young Men's Democratic Clubs of the people throughout the State, Parade
the
that that undercover of striking at who has been on the sick list, is new school house at Waters.
before him in foolish pride. year. In the matter of tangible world. Napoleon tried
desperate- subversive elements many states
the First District and their friends. and especially the people of Callo- Orators, statesmen, rich Men take
able to work again,
again and he and
personal
property
all
merchandise iy to do it. The Kaiser tried with
However, we are sorry that Na- way County for their kindness.
are beginning to attack various ortheir stand
stocks were less in value in 1939 all his might and
of his
failed and now ganizations on the ground that they his family were
tional and Inter-National affairs and the honors that have been And DICTATORS choose for him
as compared with 1937-38. their Hitler with the
e
yr
an Paschall
and
most
prevented
distinguished given me in the past
several
powerful
may
contain
members
of
the
fifth
his lot and side
family Sunday.
comparative
years.
Because of ! mechanised and motorized war ma- column.
Qutrn
Hiram L. Tucker.
peopisa and State and National ofthese facts were were able to get ' chines on land
Miss Mona May Morris of Bell
Faxon PIA Note
and in the air the
ficials from attending. I hope and
So youth looks back on happy the raise off personal Oroperty. a cold
Vigilance against activities of a City visited last week with her
has ever known, is trying
trust that we as Young Democrats
Hazel. Kentucky
years.
fifth column in this country is nec- sister. Mrs. Dwight Jones, and Mr:
When it came to farm lands we aith all his
meeting of the Future
At
a
might to accomplish it. cesssary aput
conducted ourselves in such a manMay 30. 1940 Remembers hours spent in play: presented the argument that. the. ,
it can lead to the type Jones.
Farmers at Faxon
High School
Although he has so far gained of hysteria frequently
ner that we will be able to retain To the Editor of The
Then with lips wet with despond- farms were small as a rule andoltsimost
apparent in
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh White attend- last week, the characters were
100 per cent every object- war time which results in a sort of
the respect and confidence of all
Ledger & Times
ent tears
that many of the, smaller farms , .ve he
ed
Womanfor
church
the
play
services
-The
selected
at Grreen Plains
has set out for, will he sue- witch hunt in which every individthe people of the First District,
Kneels prematurely old, to pray. were cut in income in the crop
less Wedding", which will be precoed? No. thank God for .proph- al tends to regard his neighbor Sunday.
and to strengthen our organizaInspired by James Russel Lowyear, and that they were listed I ,0,
Mr. and Mrs. Pern Nance had sented in the high school gymthat cannot be changed or with suspicion. Such hysteria can
tion throughout the State.
ells' Biglow Papers against entry
The Plea
probably better than the larger altered.
as their guests last week Mr. and nasium Saturday night, June 15. at
I am very happy to announce in the Civil War the following
to
the
point
where
lead
one
citizen
real estate units. We were then
8 o'clock.
Now, turn again to this same digs up charges againet his neigh- Mrs. Charles Hurt of Florida.
that the Young Men's - Democratic lines of feeble verse were original Dear God, we pray not for our- successful in
removing the frarn Old chapter
The entire cast was selected from
Mrs. Cella Erwin Atkins and
of
Club of Calloway County has been with the writer. Several months
Daniel
44
and
bor
in
order
to
protect
45
himself
from
selves alone,
lands from the proposed raise,
varsea. Here, the stone cut out suspicion. Despite much talk of little granddaughter Norma Jean, the Future Farmer members.
very progressive and fortunate in in bed gave me time to ponder on We, who already await orders and which was
making real progress in af the
In addition to the play, the
mountain without hands is subversive activities in this coun- were last week guests of Mrs. Atebtainine the things in which we the wish of youth the world over
position.
elimination of raises.
Christ, who is to rule this king- try, there has not yet appeared the kin's sisters. Mrs. Wilber Cunning- night's entertainment will include
•••
Our blood may again be given to
I almost forgot to state that we
ham
and Mrs. Tom Langston and several stunts and music by Future
dom which shall never be de- same number of cases of sabotage
atone
fought hard on the automobne raise
Farmer. members.
their families.
activities
alien
which
and
appeared
stroyed.
For the ruthless age old yearning which- was arbitrary, and I think
This is the first program to be.
The Rey, K. G. Dunn filled his
in
the
United
States
before
our
-Beier
no
doubt
will
cause
the
of ambition.
illegal and if the 20 per -cent had
regulius appointment at Pleasant sponsored and presented by the
entrance into the last war. •
sreatest
bloodshed
the
world
to
been put on it would have proved
Another phase of the war may Grove Sunday morning and with Future Farmers of Faxon High
date has ever known • until the
844 God, we pray, the few who to have been a burden.
be observed in its relation to Latin his family were dinner guests of School,
final
and
last
battle
of
Armagedlive
However, in the meantime county'
.
America. Although our relations Mr: and Mrs. Jim Orr.
To bear from homes, to us denied, officials were beginning to ask don. Then shall all nations flow with our southern neighbors are
Mrs. Avis Smith and mother
THE SHOP
Another generation their talents what would they have to run the to this great mountain which is better than they have been since Mrs. 011ie Nesbitt visited a few
304 East Maple Street
to give
county on if all, the raises were the everlasting kingdom that shall 1919, yet a movement is gaining days last' week with their sister
never
be
destroyed, and Jeruslem
WITH DESSERT AND MEAT
In service to mankind applied,
to be cut of'!'? We had arrived. I
ground in this country which looks and daughter, Mrs. Hub Dunn
thought, to an agreement of 10 will be the seat of government. towards American occupation of and family.
Isn't
it
a
glorious
thought
to
know Mexico as a defense measure. Such
AND CHOICE OF 3 VEGETABLES
Oh God, let their work be of per cent on the city, but we were
peaceful blend.
blocked and in order to hold there is One who is able to set a proposal, which appeared in the
this
ol.d,
sin-cursed
world
in
order last war, may secure our southern
Let
not'
their
hands in years, every what we had gotten off we had to
• IV
snd set up a reign of peace and
quit.
border, but only at the cost of widesarg:
Take up the gun to murder fellowI think the 15 per cent raise on joy that can never be destroyed spread Latin-American resentment.
You'll Come Back Again After Eating at
men
City 'property is higher than the te last forever and. ever. Amen. Such a step may become a military
Let them faith in God and man farm lands as far as small resinecessity, but we should make sure , Preston. "Ty' Holland has been
H.'Eugene Erwin.
athletics
instructor
at
restore.
first that our gains from this seiz- elected
Safety Harbor, Fla.
dents are concerned, but the maLet the graves of boys passed to jority of the business properties
ure would offset the loss of Latin- Murray High School for 1930-31
it
is
announced
by
the
City
Board
their fate
American support which we would
should stand it. if we are to finance
A maivelous new nature laxaMr. Holland will
Stand to the youth of every race our county. This is based on rensustain. For the time, at least, the of Education
tive made with pure California
Fascist
danger in Latin America is succeed Jack Gardner.
and
tals and incomes.
Primo Juice, Cascara Bark and
much greater from dictattsr-minded
A monument to the futility of
I hope the Farm Bureau. the
Senna.
Alegarndrian
Willie Howard, Concord - boy and imported
South
'Americans
than
from
any
hate
Chamber of Commerce and other,
outside attack. Any crisis which
And resolved in Peace, let them business organizations will busy
TIME SHOP
stirred these countries profotIndly
serve mankind.
themselves to help regulate the
Furniture Made to Order!
would help to bring these groups
—.By James Parker .Miller expenses of the County and tax
to power more quickly than anyIf Yott_think it's worthy of the skews so as to make abalanced
thing else. Realization of this fact
readers attention you may print county budget for 1941. The queshas led President Roosevelt and
it for what meditation it might tion of loss of revenue from the
Secretary Hull to consider a policy
bring.
TVA purchase of lands must be
of friendship and collaboration with
Sincerely yours.
met. The burden must be 'borne
the states south of us to be our best
James P. Miller' by lands outside of the Valley,
by
defense against Fascism and Nazism.
let us, therefore, hope that new
In the Far East we still have
COUNTY TAXES
F. C. POGUE
buildings will help to relieve this
many problems. British and French
burden to some extent. However,
Murray
State
defeat would place French IndoFellow Taxpayers:
we find so much of the' new buildCollege
China, Hongkong. Australia, New
July 1 is the date to value your
LADIES—We extend to you an invitation to try
ing bound to the loan comZealand, Singapore and the islands
property for 1941 tax year. The panies and
to the government,
our
Mrs. Nell Thurman' on your finer wearing
01
the
south
seas
in
danger
of
ecoassessor may not see you for sev- that
The War and the United Sta
the tax burden will be as
nomic and military pressure from
eral months but you will be asked high
maretrati;
continuous
Hitler's
apparel.
She has had years of experience pleasing
as the income of the new
Japan. It is not too early to conto give a list as of July 1. It is
Channel has hhomes are able to .pay from their the English
misses who are particular . .
ladies
and
sider
whether
our
policy
is
to
be
Stat
far
the
United
effect
on
well to think from now to July various
Incomes.
stronger than any Allied propagan- one of sharing the Pacific posses1 about this Iist,. and, if necessary.
Cooperation
from
every
sions
with
taxpayer da or any carefully planned pre•
Japan or of deciding to
make memoranda to use in makis the only hope of an equal burparedness campaign on the part of hold the British possessions for
ing your assessment and preserve
den and holding down of county
ourselves.
•
In
either
case,
it
apCLEANED
DRESSES
the Administration could have.
them to bring before the Supervisexpenses will cause less demand News of the death trap in Flanders peers-that China will be left to the
ors next spring if you should get
AND
SUITS
for taxes.
and of the dropping of bombs on tender mercies of Japan unless Rusa notice.
The assessor should observe the British channel ports have indicat- ha decides to interfere.
PRESSED
COATS
C
It becomes necessary to make property as much as poseible and
Thus we see the war involves
ed more eloquently than the arguthe burden of taxation equal place his estimate of value and
ments of the internationalists that many problems for us. If we could
Cash Price
among all taxpayers, to equalize. aid the property owner as much
have seen last July or August that
the day of isolation is past.
and in view of the condition in. as possible in making a list equal
Careful analysis of the war may war was as imminent as President
which we find the county to to his neighbor, and should set well
lead one te the conclusion that Roosevelt predicted, we might have
sustain the maximum established down this memoranda for the help there is no immediate danger of been in a, better position to postby the State Board, from our ob- of the tax board,
attack from Germany. While it is pone certain developments in Eurservation I am afraid that there
—T. O. TURNER
true that there is more danger from ope. Since we failed to prepare for
are 'tome yet too- Iowa which prethat source than in the last war, that eventuality, if is well for us
vented us from getting the State Editor. Ledger & Times:
it is still possible to doubt, that to consider our position in 'this'
raise lifted. We thought we were
In my last letter to the Ledger England andFrance can be so thor- war. There are many questions of
getting it reduced to 10 per cent. & Times, giving my views of the oughly conquered in a short time policy to be settled. They can not
be worked out by persons in panic.
but the board, after hearing the
that Germany could launch a heavy,
by ostricktike methods or by hys,s.a.iiatt a la a ithofficial side of the county obligaattack on us. After all, it can
terical clamorings. We must conTHE SHOP
-bons, would not allow it, so we
argued that Germany could use
stand the terrific heat of to-day's
sider our position, our resources,
Furniture Refinished!
have 15 per cent on the supervishigh-speed engines. It won't
our needs and prepare sanely to
ors' record.
carry out that policy best suited to
form that harmful "varnish"
The efforts of the last Board of
Most Modern Dry Cleaning Shop in Murray
our apterests.
Supervisors
was
to
try
to
bring
whichcauses -engine drag.- It's
719 West Poplar
Free Pickup and Delivery
on a mare equal level of valuations.
It pays to read our Classifieds.
distilled. Carbon-forming elehowever, the legal time' allotted
ments have been taken out, so
,and the short intermission between
the sesison prevented us from makourengine runssweeter.Cha nge
ing as good an adjustment as if
to LnsuLttec.1 Havoline to-day.
we had more time in the last session. We would have been willing to •have served free for another week to have corrected some
mistakes we might have made but
_we found that the law did not
pe

S. Pleasant Grove
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Thoughts
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WAR
and
PEACE

DRUG

GOOD CLOTHES
DESERVE GOOD CARE

s'aiswarm.
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35
•

INZIATENIONIAT

CALL

141 NOW
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1

BEST

BIGGEST

MODEL cleaners

Used Car Specials!

HENDON'S
TEXACO SERVICE STATION

i

TUE Sil-OP
Westinghouse Electrical Appliances

PARKTER'S GARAGE TELLS WHAT'S IN STOKE FOR THE MOTORIST
.The biggest and -most eventful schedule in U. S. touring history'is in store for the American motorist this summer, with the June calendar touching off the season in a record-breaking fashion.
To the motorist %the is getting the travel fever again, and wonders just %shine to head, PARKER'S
GARAGE, local Nash dealer, offers a reference calendar of interesting events scheduled to occur
throughout the country during the first 'big month of the 1910 motoring season.
Parker's suggestions are as follows:
NORTH
June
EAST 4
Peony Festival. Vara Wert. Ohio
5
Tercentenary Observance. Greenwicra-Conn.u2n-ell
Dirt Track Rasta. Milwaukee. Wie
June Weeks-U: S. Military Academy,
• 9
'Outboard Rateer-Linceln. Net) . _
4-11
West Point, N. Y.
9
Horse Show, Blosmeeld-lhals, Mich. . ._ 12-16
National 4-H Camp. Washington, D. C. __ 12-19
Passion Pleas
23
, Rose Week. Hartford, Conn. __.. ____. ._ 16
•.-Spearfish. S. D. .„
Dairy Science Messing, Lafayette. Ind. ' 24
• 17
Bunker Hill Day, Boston, Mass.
National Crow Shoot. Kentuit.Ohio .
. •• .
-Republican National Convention,. 211-29
,...s.` 24
Philadelphia, Pa,
,
1_ ellts
Marble Tournament, New York City 1.:
_
.
_
SOUTH
J,une2
June...
WEST
a
-National Aarigarnival. Birmenghair, Ala . 1-2
Bathing Beauty Par;cle Oceanside, Cal. _
Tomato Feetival, Jacksdnville. Tex.
Platt National ;Park Opens. Sulphut. Okla. 2
-8-8.
Horse Show. Nerfeilt,„ Va. . ... . -. __ 8-ti
Live Stock Show. Salt Lake City. Utah ____ 4
8-9
Outboard Race. Crossville. '14ciisiasa Rodeo. Livermore. Calif. '
. . 16 _
; s Rhododendron Festival. Ash)iville. N C. 16-22 'a•---- Sommer-Ski Race. Mt. Hood, Ore. ..: _ .._ 9
.Southern Amateur Golf: TouinatrAt. '
' . • , American Association for Advanc-ergent
Chattanosaia. Tenn
. 17-22
'',,
.- --18
of Scarenene-feeattle. Wash. . .
.
„. 28-30
toronade Entrada,. Santa Fe., N. M.
• '.i -22
Horse Shea. liuntinatsnsaar. Va... '
Hafford Parker...who heads '61elter'‘ Garage, declared that Nash Motors antiripated a touting boom
4hi,.. year. And keynoted much of Its 1940 engineering on a low-cost. metering-ter-fun bight.. As an
exampie of this, he cited the torthersdevelopment: of the Nash car bed, which Klee% tourists many
-stay -places easily available
more dais% and miles Of free vacantan travel. and ;slake, out-of*
to moteriats
S.v.

1932
1939
1939
1937
1933
1937
1935
1939
1935
'1929
1930
1934
1937
1937
1938
1932
1929

• • •
$55.00
Chevrolet, new tires ..
Chevrolet Coupe
•
Chevrolet Town Sedan
Oldsmobile 4-Door Sedan
Chevrolet 4-Door Sedan,6 wheels
Ford 60, 2-Door
Ford 2-Door Coach
Chevrolet Coach
Chevrolet Four Passenger Coupe
Model A Ford Coupe
Model A Ford Coupe
Chevrolet 4-Door Sedan, new tires
Chevrolet'2 ton Pick-up Truck
Ford /
1
2ton Pick-up Truck
Ford /
1
2ton Pick-up Truck
Ford Panel Truck
1 2 ton Truck
Ford /
• • •

Health
Get out of doors this season and absorb the health-giving goodness of the sun.

Supplement this treatment with good milk -- SUNBURST MILK! It has the
vitamin content to give you vitality and pep . . . to give you health. Drink
Sunburst always.

• • so.
This is
State Dairy
Month

COMPANY
PORTER MOTOR CHEVROLET"
"You'll be AHEAD with a
Phone 97

Eat'More of
Our Pure
Dairy Goods

PHONE 19-1

Murray Milk Products Co.

Murray, Ky.

•
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end with her sister Mrs. Pearce
ing several weeks with her mothCraven and Mr. Craven of near
er, Mrs. H. P. Wear.
Little Rock, Ark.
Mrs. B_ F. Scherffius has returned from Rochester. N. Y., where
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Cook
she attended the general assembly
visited in the home of Mr. and
of the Presbyterian- Church.
Mrs. Will Story Sunday afterMrs. E. A. Tucker accompanied
noon.
her son, Randolph_ Tucker of NashMrs. Robert Burnett Miller of
ville, to West Point, Miss., where
Mr. and Mrs. George Wilson and daughter, Ann Kelly, visited rela- Springfield, Tenn., is spending this
she is spending several days.
Wayne Wilson and Audrey and tives and friends in Cadiz and week with her mother, Mrs. Ben
Miss Christine Brown of Fulton
B. Keys. Mrs. Miller will go to
Moody Wilson left Sunday for Princeton over the week-end.
spent Monday night with Mrs.
Nashville next Monday where she
their home in Detroit after -a few
Cecil
McCutston of
Hardins- will study at Peabody College
Clifford Melugin.
days' visit with their parents, Mr. burg, arrived last
Week for a short this summer.
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Hire had
and Mrs. A. J. Wilson and fam- visit with his
family here and atas
their guests last week Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Carman are
ily and Mrs. Selma McCuiston tended the
college graduation, at spending a short
Hire's
brother, Dr. J. 0. Swain,
vacation
in
nd family of Brandon and Hy- which
Mrs. McCuiston received Charleston, Ill.
Mrs. Swain and sons, Maurice and
sun, respectively.
Mrs. G. C. her degree. He left early this
J. Bob of Knoxville, Tenn. Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. Eaker Lassiter of
Moody of Paris. Tenn., accotnpa- week for
Louisville. Mr. McCuis- Houston, Tex., will arrive the latSwain is head of the Roman lanriled them to .Detroit for a few ton represents the
Bryant & Strat- ter part of the week for a visit
guage department at the University
weeks' visit with her children, Mr. ton Business College
traveling in with Mr, and Mrs. Price Lassiter,
of Tennessee.
and Mrs. Pink Moody and Quit= approximately 20 counties
in Ken- Mr. and 'Mrs. Carroll Lassiter, Miss
sides and•Mrs. W.- H.- Graham left
Moody.
tucky and 'several in Southern In- Ruth Lassiter and other relatives.
Saturday for their home in New
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Lemons diana.
York
City after spending. _two
Charles Luther Robertson is
had as their guests last week
weeks with his mother, Mrs. Osier
Mr.
H. Wilcox and daughter, spending --two weeks in Austin,
their son, wife and little daugh- Miss Eppie,. have returned from Tex, with Mr. and, Mrs. John
Graham and other relatives.
ter of Stillwater, Okla. They ar- Memphis, Tenn., where they spent Overby.
Miss Sophia Dorfman of RockMr. Overby is takipg
rived Wednesday night and at- sometime visiting Mrs. 0. C. Me- special work at the University' of
away Beach, N. Y., is the guest
tended graduation exercises Thurs- loan and family. They also visited Texas.
of her brother, Dr. Sam Dorfman
day at Murray State College. Mr, R. L. Wilcox and family in Dyersat the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford M.elugins H. E. Wall, Sr.,
Lemons is teacher in the geography bury, Tenn., enroute home.
George Hart.
and Tom Covingtbn are spending
department at the A & M UniversPat Wear left recently for Mam- the week at their camp near Wayity in Stillwater and is also fin- moth Cave
where he will be em- erly, Tenn.
ishing his Work on a final thesis. ployed as a guide during the
Mrs. James lenderson, WaynessumHe expects this to be completed mer months. Mr. Wear has held ville, N. C.. is the guest of her sisand receive his Ph, D. by early this position for the past three ter, Mrs. Frank Therrell and famfall.
years during the heavy touring sea- ily.
Miss Mary Virginia Diuguid reMrs. Selma McCuiston returned son. Mr. Wear will return in late
Ruble Dick of Detroit, Michigan
home last week after a few weeks' September to resume his work as turned to Memphis Sunday after Golden-haired Madeleine Carroll is known as one of the loveliest stars spent part of last week with
his
visit in Detroit with her children. social science instructor in Lone spending several days with her
and her exciting beauty contributes plenty of heart Interest mother, Mrs. Porter Dick. and Lois
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Lee and little Oak school of McCracken county. mother, Mrs. Ed Filbeck ond Mr. In filmdom
Dick; also his sisters, Mrs. Frank
to Edward Small's production of -20 Son. My Son:" Today and Friday Clark
Jimmie, and Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Auburn
Wells,
principal
of Filbeck.
and Mrs. Ocus McPherson
Miss Mary Williams of Frank- at the Varsity Theatre.
Parker all took -a trip by motor Athens High School, near Lexingand family.
to St. Louis last week, visiting Mr. ton, Ky., arrived last week to visit fort spent Monday and Tuesday in
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Taylor and
and Mrs. Jim Dixon and Mr. and his mother, Mrs. Willie Wells, for Mureay.
family were Sunday visitors of Mr.
Mrs. Hall Hood, Oliver. Martha, accompanied by Mrs. Pearcy of home of Mrs. Cattle Butterworth and Mrs. Coty Taylor.
Mrs. Hallace Hughes and Fred a few days. Mr. Wells will return
Parker. An excellent dinner was to Lexington shortly to take grad- Dickie: and Hazel Hood are visit- Rockwood, who visited her niece, of Murray and other relatives in
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. A. W. Willard, and Mrs. the county the past few days.
served the group Sunday by Mrs. uate work at the University of ing relatives 'In Ringgold, La.
Mrs. Hunter Wilkerson were Mr.
Mrs. Otis Butterworth of Brook- Shoemaker.
Dixon and Mrs. Hughes,
Mrs. Bob Humphries of Detroit and Mrs. C. A. Paschall, Eva, HolKentucky.
'
Mrs. Joe Wilmuth of Golden
Prof. and Mrs. Hoyt L. Lemons. port, Ill., is the guest of Mrs.
F. M. eeraue and family has and Mrs. Hubert Howard, Owens- Son and Lynn Crawford Wilkerson.
Butterworth
and
Pond and Miss Mary Charles Far- Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Lemons and Catus
other moved from 18th and Farmer Ave., boro, are visiting their parents,
Mrs. Della Stark who has been
ris, Clay, spent several days last family spent the week-end with relatives.
to the house he formerly occupied Mr .and Mrs. J. 13 Robinson this confined to her room for the past
Master Billy Lemons left Satur- on South 9th Street.
v..eck with their parents, Mr. and Mr. and Mrs, B. F. Lemons and
year, is critically ill now and is in
week.
Mrs. J. B. Farris. They attended Mr. and Mrs. Chas. L. Martin at day from Eldorado, Ill., with his
Mrs H. B. Taylor and daugh- the clinic.
Rev. John R. Flynn and fambrother
and
wife
There were 148 present for Sunthe Alumni Banquet held at the Eldorado, Ill.
for St. Louis
ily of Eddyville spent Tuesday as ter, Mrs. Barney Watson, and her
college on Wednesday evening. „
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Rogers and where they visited with Mr. and guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. D. two grandchildren arrived in Mur- day School Sunday morning and
99 attended Training Union SunMr. and Mrs. Errett Gardner and son Jimmie Darrell spent the Week Mrs. J. C. Fugate Sunday and
Rev. Flynn attended a ray Monday to spend the summer day night.
Monday. They- left St. Louis Tues- Langston.
at their home on North Fifth
the
Amazon
Valley
Mismeeting
of
Miss Myrtle Parks is visiting in
day for their home in Stillwater,
street. They spent the winter in Detroit.
sion .Board.
Okla.
and Burnside. Ky., where Mrs. WatJack
Gardner
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
and Mrs. Will Riley Furchess
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Broach of
:Bardierell are visiting son is teaching school.
and children were Sunday visitors
PllrYear are enjoying a visit from daughters of
Mr.
and
Mrs. Luther Easley and of Mr. and Mrs. Torn Wilkerson.
their daughter and grandson. Mrs. Mrs. Gardner's parents, Mr. and gangly had as
their guests last Sun-' Rudolph Paschall entertained the
B. I. Stegall and son Dickey of Mrs. Finis Outland.
day
'the
following,
Mr. and Mrs. E. Senior B. S. U. with a social and
Miss Sallie Lemons and Ted
Elpaso. Tex.
J. Easley and Ruth, Mr. and Mrs. weiner roast Friday night, May 24.
Mrs. T. A. Key and son, Rudy Lemons are visiting their grand- Gentry
Townley and -children games were played. Those presDan, returned'to their home in De- parents in Illionis for a few weeks.
emit, Michigan, Simday 'after a two - -James Brandon and Gearl Wheel- George Edward and Sue Nell, Mr. ent included Laura Nell , Hart,
weeks visit with her parents, Mr. er of.Murray have entered Draugh- and Mrs. C. T. Wright and son Hallett Waters, Rebecca Sire Wilkand Mrs. Luther Gupton of Beech on's Business College of Paducah Harold B., John Ezell, Mrs. M. E. erson, C. R, Outland, Martha Lou
Grove, and Mr. Key's mother, Mrs. fer a course in . General Business Waldrop and Rev. Garvin Curd of Taylor, Martin Camp, Martha Jane
Buchanan, Tenn.
1:Blalock, Rudolph Paschall, Rueuene
Sula Key, and grandmother. Mrs. Training.
Mrs. Jimmy Daffen and- two Taylor, Govie Ward, Ilee Erwin,
Bettie Key, who reside west of
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Elkins of
Joe Pat McReynolds, Opal Erwin,
daughters
of
Panama
City,
Fla.,
arMurray.
Lansaster, Mr. and Mrs. Herndon
Eubert Glen,.Hale of Detroit has Evens, Pineville, Mr. and Mrs. rived'--Sunday to spend several James McReynolds, Angie McNutt,
been yisiting his parents. Mr. and George Joplin, Somerset and Mr. weeks visiting her sister. Mrs. Junior Boyd, Maudell Hart, Captelia
•
Mrs. W. A. Hale of the .city.*
and Mrs. J. T. Norris are expected Laverne Wallis and her parents, Deering. Earl Waters, Loueta Camp,
Lena Grey Gibbs, J. T. Ward, Billie..
Prentice Beaman and Mrs. JV'sse to be the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Hillard' Kennedy.
John W."'Carter, formefly of Lipford, and Mr. and Mrs. Brent
Beaman- of Detroit were visitors Joe T. Lovett en route from the
here over Decoration Day and the state press meeting at Paducah this county, , who, now resides in MeNutt.•
Mr. and Mrs. Will Guthrie spent
weekend. Mrs. Beaman visited her this week-end to their homes.
Detroit, spent the week-end visitSunday with Mrs. Porter Dick.
father, Tommy Cathe,y, of the city.
Miss Lillian Watters spent Mon- ing his son, W. Z. Carter, and • Mr. and Mrs. Ira Broach were
Mrs. Clayton Rogers and son, day in. Kenton, Tenn., with her family.
Jerry, of Detroit arrived in Murray! brother, Everett Waters and Mrs.
Miss Martha Lou Lassiter who Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Perry Armstrong and. son, Jimmie.
A DELICIOUS
on Decoration Day to visit brothers
has
been teaching at Mississippi
Watters.
She was accompanied
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Adams spent
and sisters. After a two weeks stay(
State
College
for
Women.
Columshe will return by way of Frank- home by Mrs. Watters who re- bus, Miss., will spend a few days Sunday afternoon, May 26, with
COMBINATION
her.
through.
Tuesday
with
their aunt, Mrs. S. V. Miller and
fort to visit her brother Roscoe Bea- mained
Mrs. A. F. Doran and Mrs. N. with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. also with Mr. and Mrs. George
man where she will be met by her
Elbert* A. Lassiter, South 5th Windsor. Mr. Windsor is unimclass
reattended
a
P.
Hutson
husband and brother, Prentice Beathe street, before entering Peabody proved.
union . and
breakfast and
man.
YOUR FAVORITE
luncheon
at
Bowling College for the completion of her
Rebecca Sue Wilkerson spent the
Mrs. Lola Taylor of Salem, Ky., alumni
Master's degree.
weekend with Laura Nell Hart.
.has been visiting in the country for Green last Friday. They were acMr.
and
Mrs.
Everett
McCallisICE CREAM
Covet Myers of Memphis spent
the past month. She will leave companied on the trip by Mrs. F.
June 8 for Nashville, Tenn., where E. Crawford, Mrs. Carman Gra- ter and soh, of Kansas City, Mo.. the weekend with his pareets, Mr.
visited
last
week-end
with
Mr.
and
and Mrs. Gary Myers and Lila.
she will attend Peabody College ham, Miss Emma Sue Gibson and
and Mrs. -Emus Houston and Mr.
Sunday visitors of Mrs. S. V.
during the summer quarter. She Dan Hutson.
will receive her M. A. degree from
Miss Suzanne Miller is spending and Mrs. Perry Thornton. 'Mr. Miller were Mr. and Mrs. Hallon
TASTY
Peabody in August.
this week with relatives at Lynn McCallister left Calloway County Webb, Frank Paschall, Mr. and
some 25 years ago and this was Mrs. Pitman Paschall and son, Mr.
Mrs. Treva Guerin of Paducah Grove. .
CHOCOLATE
and Mrs. Jack Miller and son, Mr.
is visiting relatives and friends
Mr. and Mrs. Will Fulton and. his first trip back.
Miss Jeanette Mary Petty' of and Mrs. Roy Harmon, Euel Tinsin Murray and the county this Miss Ruth Fulton of Owensboro
FUDGE'
Nell and Fay Wilkers
week.
were called to Murray Sunday Philadelphia is visiting in the, ley, and Iva
Mrs. Riley son.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Hoppe of night because of the serious illness home of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Nix Myers and son
Pineville were unable to attend of Mr. Fulton's father, C. B. Ful- Miller of Hazel.
James Parker Miller. son of
the homecoming of the Lemon ton. Mr. and Mrs. Leo Fulton
family- here recently. Mr. Hoppe also of Owensboro, were unable Mr. and Mrs, Riley Miller, who
is teaching private music while to come to Murray due to the fact has been convalescing at his home
;kg [UBE IS IN THE ICE
a serious illness is reported
tikk° Mrs. Hoppe is teaching English in that Mrs. Fulton had undergone after
Before Your Thee
the high school in that city for an operation for appendicitis on recovering rapidly and expects to
be
out
by the first of July. AcPeople feel and keep younger now
the summer term. Mrs. Hoppe is Sunday evening. Mr. t. B. Fuldays because they know how to
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. ton, although still seriously ill, is cording to attending physicians. care fOr themselves. If you are
MiS Miller is expected to be able
H. Lemans of South 12th street. reported slightly improved.
feeling tired, hick normal pep and
tu resume Ns work. as _pastor _ of vitality, feel rundown and bilious,
Mrs. Herman- Mack and two
Frank Albert Stubblefield and
a Philadelphia church by early try Oxidine. Oxidine contains iron
daughters. Norma ,Louise aind Char- Fulton Farmer of Louisville spent
fall
to help in the creation of red blood
lotte, of Mayfield spent Monday as Monday night and Tuesday in
cells It contains an ingredient to
The
Rev.
Howell
M.
Forgy
has
Murray.
the guests of Mrs. Mack's aunt,
stimulate digestive juices, sharpen
Mrs. Grady Miller spent last returned from Louisville where appetite. It mildly helps keep waste
Mrs. Guy Gardner:
he
filled the pulpit at ,one of the cleared from-the bowels. It attacks
Harold Cunningham who is with Thursday in Paducah.
infection in the blood which
Gene Dulaney, who has been at- Presbyterian churches last Sunday, malaria
the TVA in Chattanooga, - Tenn.,
and will fill the pulpit at—The' may be weakening you_ Try Oxidine,
:spent the, past week-end with his tending Vanderbilt University in
FIRST bottle doesn't
the
if
and
local church next Sunday.
Parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oakland Nashville, has returned to spend
make you feel much better your
Mrs.
C.
A.
Bishop
returned
last
return your money.
will
druggist
the sunimer with his' mother.
Cunningham.
night from Louisville where she QXIDINE 50c. (Used for 50 years.)
Errett Gardner _left Wednesday Mrs. J. A. Dulaney. in Murray.
Turnhow Drug Co., Hazel, Ky.
Mrs. Fred Robinsens and daugh- spent several weeks with her
for Jacksonville, N. CS—fiecompanied by his brothers-G. W. Gard- ter„ Freda Ann, of boltewah. daughter, Mrs. John W. Frost and
Mr. Frost.
ner, who will spend several weeks Tenn.. have been the guests of
Mrs. Paul Willis left Monday for
the former's mother and sister,
visiting in Jacksonville.
her home in Atlanta after' spendMrs. E. L. Valentine is visiting Mrs. Vera Rogers, and. Miss Treva
her daughter Mrs. L. L. Hendricks, Rogers.
Mrs. M. D. Holton returned last
Hendricks and their son Donald; of Memphis, this week. . . night from Cincinnati, Os where
Mr. and Mrs..Fred Goodman and she has visited for several weeks
daughter Jacqueline returned- to with, her daughters, Mrs. Ed Sud$95
Rockwood, Tenn.. Saturday after hoff and Miss Anna 'Diltz Holton.
Paducah, Kentucky
WIZARD AUTO BATTERIES
Mrs., Otis Butterworth, of Brookvisiting Mrs.. Goodmae's mother,
Ex.
2-Years 15-plate
Mrs. Nellie Shoemaker. They were port. Ill_ has ilrbn visiting in the
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Gene, of Memphis, spent the weekend with their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Myers and other relatives of this vicinity.
Mrs. Ida Adams of near Pottertown spent part of last week with
her sister-in-law, Mrs. S. V. Miller,
Mitchell Hart of Paris spent the
weekend with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Lucian Hart.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hill spent Saturday night with Mrs. Rebecca
Rogers and Miss Belle Miller of
Mayfield.
Some of the students of Stone
school visited with their teacher,
Mrs. Eufaula Orr, (Or a while Saturday night„
Robert Miller, who has been in
ill health for the past few months,
was disappointed Sunday when his
daughter and family'," Pir: and 11.0WS.
Henry Jones of Nashville, failed to
come. His other children spent the
day with him.
Rex Farmer Galloway, little son
of Mr. and Mrs. Harding Galloway,
has the measles. Their daughter,
Hilda Fay, has reqovered from

measles. Mr. Galloway is able to
be back at church sotte now after
a severe operation.
Mr. an Mrs. Udell Erwin, Gingles.and Oscar Barnes attended the
funeral of their niece and cousin in
North Carolina,
The Intermediate G. A. will have
their regular program at Wilma
Hartsfield's Friday afternoon.

Card of Thanks
We extend our sincere and heartfelt thanks to the friends and
neighbors for their many acts of
kindness and expressions of sympathy shown to usin our bereave- ,
ment during the death of our
mother and grandmother, Mrs.
Alice IT. McClanes Especially - do
we thank Dr. Ed Fisher of Murray and Dr. E. Miller of Hazel,
Elder Ruskjer of Murray and all
others who assisted.—Mrs. Myrtle
Walker, Hazel, Mr. and Mrs. Nick
Hermam and sun Henry Hartwell,
Cincinnati, 0.
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AGAIN
°Firestone
GUM - DIPPED TIRES

Win Indianapolis
500-Mile
Automobile Sweepstakes
\‘‘.‘

SOUDAN

• e

ICE CREAM

CRUDE
RUBBER
ADVANCED

of

WITHIN THE PAST 60 DAYS

BUY
4. NOW!
FLASHING clown the straightaways at
speeds as high as 160 miles an hour, Wilbur
Shaw streaked to victory in this great race.
Here's proof of Safety — Proof of Blowout
Protection—Proof of Tire Superiority—backed,
not by claims, but by performance.
Patented construction features in the Firestone
Tires used by these great drivers on the
speedway are incorporated in the Firestone
Champion Tires you, buy for the highway.
For greater safety, economy and
dependability, equip your car with a set today.

WHY FEEL OLD

REVEL
STRAWBERRY SUNDAE
ICE CREAM

rrlWallis Drug;

LOOK AT THEg BARGAINS!

THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY
HOME

V- 1

are ever olperved in the Service, Comfort
and Convenience of the

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date in All
Appointments and Most
Reasonable Rates
Write TURNER MILANI, Manager
for Reservations

Body Massaging

KEROGAS COAL OIL STOVE
.
5-Burner Range

to give you

4elaxation

BICYCLES, BOYS AND GIRLS
As Low as

Correct Nerve Treatment
• All that any massage

79
Up

TENNIS RACKETS

can give.

•

Call for
Mrs. Eula Mae Doherty
—at— *4

RADIO "B" BATTERIES
450 Hours

Permanents
SPECIALS
$5.00 Curls $3.00
$3.50 Curls $2.00
During June

ELECTRIC FANS

$1.25up

LAWN MOWERS
Ball Bearing

$4"

4-

Western Auto Associate Store

MAI-DONNE BEAUTY SHOP
Phone 270

A.

4r. Crawford

limited to 12, 18
or 24 months, but

•
• .+• —•••

•

4

••••11.-

hn
time
or mileage
rilltifiaNTEMIRMT)
.
PICK YOUR SIZE
4.46/(WV
4 76/ 6.116-19

556-11
6.00.16
Aid Your
Old Tile

6.26/ 6.6111?

525/5_60.11

$5•78

5.96
7.09
7.31
6.90
9.68

625 1511-14
Other Sizes, Including
TRUCK TIRES

Proportionately law
Ito .

•

Nix-Crawford

Super Service Station

Whiteway -Station

East Main Street
Phone 208

Southeast Corner College
Phone 9117

AT HAZEL, KY.—IRA MORGAN
OF

Jackson Purchase Oil Co

.

COPY FADED

for the full life of
the tire without

The Value Sensation of 1940.$
This iaMOUlf tire with all its
extra values is backed by
written Lifetime Guarantee.

MOMS
••••IL

-

Every Firestone
Tire carries a
written lifetime
guarantee—not

. 4.75/5.00-19

"MEW& 6- EST ^Versi—Of
owait the Presto,,, Ituil,Ung-iit—
Woodsy evenings, N.B.C. Red Network.
the New York World's Fair.

LAWN CHAIRS

Also Reducing in spots 0
where reducing is needed.

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

CONVOY TIRES

s s.50-17
25..
$5E
$25"
Preston.
STANDARD TIRES
$23".
a
$1
99c

WEARWELL TIRES, 4.75-19''12-Months Guarantee

SSIISSINielleielleetelielSeeTeNIANIS

Firestone

11044s. miss w.4

•••

a•

•

111••••

•

trar&

•

FACE EIGHT,

4

The under cover work of the
Mexican Bean Beetle was reported
Monday June 3. by Houston Webb
of the t'rOvidence section. also at
Darrell Shoemakers. southeast from
town, and a pair had Parachuted into the warden of County Agent
Cochran by the last of May.
The way to stop the advance of
this destructive beetle is to use
methods similar to those being
tried in Europe. and that is to cut
off the food supply or poison it to
kill them.
Since this beetle feedS on the
under side of the bean leaves, poison trust be placed there Poison
placed on top of the leaves will
not stop their advance.
Another important fact is that
the beetle mattares from egg to
adult in 10 days and it is important
that new applications of poison be
placed at ten day intervals_ With
these two important steps as described above taken care of. it is
not so important as to what to spray
with, but a good cheap spray can
be made by using magnesium arsenate. 1 part, and lime. 6 parts,
for a duster: and a rounded tablespoon to a gallOn of water for a
liquid spray. Use this until beans
are formed, then use a dust or spray
containing pyrethreum or rotenone,
because it is not poisonous to huRemember. spray or dust
mans
under side of leaves and repeat at
I:)ast every ten days.

I

Hospital News
•

Smith's Players Will
Show Through Week
In Murray Location
Sponsored by
American
the
Legion. Frank Smith's Players
opened a week's engagement here
Monday night at the Phillips lot
on South 4th Street.
The program which has interesting short subjects, popular vaudeville acts and magic tricks of
sleight-of-hand, will feature "Bachelor Sweetheart" tonight: and will
show "The Only Way" Friday
ntght after the amateur program
has been completed. On Saturday night. The Everglade Mystery" will be the principal attraction.
Supported by excellent oasts, the
plays presented by Frank Smith
have been receiving enthusiastic
support from the townspeople.

Patients mknittod to tho Will.
jam Mason Memorial Hospital during the past week included the following:
Billy Duane Suiter. Murray: Annette Batts, Wickliffe: Billie Morris. Puryear. Tenn: Mrs. Evan
Garrett.
Murray: Mrs. C
D
Scruggs, Hazel: Baby Gayle Douglass. Farmington: Baby Beverly
Ann Douglas, Farmington: Judge
John W Clopton. Murray: Mrs.
Vernon Stubblefield. Murree: Mrs.
W
Bradley. Benton: Bobbie Lee
Cooper. colored. Murray: Mrs. M.
M. F Grant. Calvert City; Edwin
J Harrell. Golden Pond: B. F.
Pafford. Eva. Tenn.: Mrs. Evis
Winsett Martin, Tenn.: Mrs Erret( Starks. Benton; Prof. Fred
Quite a number of Hardin
Shultz. Murray: Mrs
Wm_
S.
Weatherly. Purvear. Tenn
Mrs. people attended , the singing at
James Suiter, Murray: Jesse Mc- Union Hill Sunday.
The Rev. W. T. M. Jones filled
Geehee. colored. Murray: Mrs. Van
Cox. -Gilbertsville: Mrs. L. W. his appointments at Palestine Sunday.
He and Mrs. Jones were
Cunningham. Fulton.
Patients dismissed from the hlas- guests in the home of Stanley Dunpital during the past week are as can and family during the day.
Euclid Ross of Ft. Knox is visitfollows.
Mrs.
David Alton, New Concord: Lot- ing his parents, Mr. and
tie Lawrence. Murray: Isabel Wal- Claude Ross.
Diuguid Warren and family who
drop, Murray: Billie Morris. Fur.
year: W. M. Wilkinson. Murray: have been living in Centralia. Ill..
Judge John W Clopton. Murray: moved to their home in Hardin
Mrs
Paul
Cook, Palmersville, Tuesday.
Coleman Jones of the U. S.
Tenn.: Baby
Cook. Palmersville.
Tenn: Mrs Wayland Perry. Hazel: Marines is visiting his parents.
J H. Etheridge, Murray: Billie Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Jones. southDuane Suiter. Murray; Mrs W. C. east of Hardin.
Jones. Pastor
Mr. and Mrs. Ott Filbeck of
Bradley. Benton: Mrs. M. F.
Grant. Calvert City; Roy Chand- Detroit are visiting Mrs. Filbeck's
The pastor will preach at Olive ler. Trezevant. Tenn.: Mrs. Vernon father, T. Harrison who has been
Suday at 11 a. m. and at 7.45 Stubblefield. Murray: Mrs. Ten- ill for sometime.
Raymond Scoggins of Detroit
le Colson. Louisville: Mrs. Neely
p. m.
The church schools will meet at Wright. Lynn Grove: Bobbie Lee spent last week end with his family
in Hardin
all the churcnes at the* regular Cooper. colored. Murray; C. R.
Walter F. Padgett of Ripley,
Hosford. Ft. Henry. Tenn.: Mrs.
hours.
Wheatley. Puryear. Tenn.; Tenn.. was in Hardin Monday havOur District Conference wilt Wm
ing brought home the small daughmeet at McKenzie. Tenn. June 18.
ters of Mrs. N. A. Lawrence, who
Our quarterly conference will meet
had been visiting it Rilpley. Tenn.,
at Olive June M. Let the entire
and Marion, Ark.
membership cooperate with officials
Dick Welts and sister of Oklathat we may have our work ready
A singing was held at the home homa
were visitors in Hardin last
for these conferences.
of Mrs. Nora Parker Saturday week-end
Let's make Sunday a great day night. A nice time was reported
Mrs.
Mary Kathrine Covington
for all our services,
by those present.
of Morganfield visited her parents,
Telous Clayton spent Saturday Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Irvan. Monday.
night as the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Errett Starks was taken to
Mrs. Naylor Clayton.
the Mason hospital at Murray
- Mr and Mrs. Harold Ray. Den- Sunday
for examinatioff.
nis Lamb and son were dinner
Ball games will be,played Saturguests of Mr.' and Mrs James Ray day
at Hardin. between Hardin and
Sunday.
Birmingham. and Sunday between
Mr and Mrs. Vergil Clayton, Hardin
and a Murray team.
Our services N ould
Mr and Mrs. Bun Clayton spent
not be complete withguests
Sunday
of
Mr.
as
and
the
out the aid of a lady
Mrs. Woodard* Clayton of near
assistant For there are
Puryear
mans little things that
Mr and Mrs. Ervin Claoton and
After seeeral weeks absence I'm
a Woman intuitively
children - were Saturday evening back on the air. The past few
seems to knoo should
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Noble weeks have been very busy ones
be done and does
in this community, but most of the
Canady.
gracefully and tactfully,
Frances Emerson of Paris crops are in now and only the
that the lady assistant
eternal
warfare against bugs and
is becoming an imporhas been fh- - guest of Mr. and
tant factor in modern
Mrs. Edd Wilson for a few days weeds remains.
. Leslie Murdock. Grover Andrews.
funeral service.
this week.
Mrs. Churchill's serMr. and Mrs. Dennis Lamb were Audrey Reaves and Fred Burt have
ices are always availguests Saturday evening of Mr. all purchased new tractors this
able
whenever and
and Mrs. Vergil Clayton and fam- spring
Little Maretta Dean West was
wherever the need
ily and attended the singing.
arises.
Mr_ and Mrs. Lee Garner were painfully injured Saturday when
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs. she fell on a hoe_ The wound required nine stitches.
Claud Myers.
•
Sincerely,
Mrs. Hilda May Cochran has a
Hope to be with you again soon.
new daughter The little miss has
been
named Martha Alice.
—Jay Bird
J. H. Churchil:
Leslie Murdock has just finished
shipping a very fine crop of strawFuneral Home?
berries said to have been one of
THE ,SHOP
Telephone
the best in Graves county.
.
Mrs. T. A. Key of Detroit who
Watch for Opening Ad!
marray, Ky.
has been visiting her parents.' Mr.
and Mrs. Luther Gupton, has returned to her home. 5_be was accompanied by her brother, -Wayne
Edward Guoton, who will seek
employment.
Mr. and Mrs. Berth Jones , of
Sedalia viVitio
d Mr. and Mrs. W. S.
Murdock
y. They were accompanied by their mother. Mrs.
Ada Jones, who remained for a few
weeks.
Rev. Sam Hicks has been elected
pastor of Beech Grove church reFresh BLACKEYED PEAS LB
1 Oc
placing Rev. Covington who recently resigned. Bro. Hicks is well
known in this. community and his
Fresh LIMA BEANS
11c
LB
many friends will be glad to hear
him again. on First Sundays.
—Olive Oyl. •-•
LB.

e

Hardin and Vicinity

Hardin Circuit
W. 7. M.

Buchanan Route 1

Our
Service ...

Protemus Palaver

TOLLEY & CARSON
FOOD MARKET

Fresh

1 2c
7/

YELLOW SQUASH

RED RIPE TOMATOES LB
LB.
NEW RED POTATOES
FRESH CORN

3

10c

1 2c'
3/

for

1 Oc

WATERMELONS & CANTALOUPES
No
KREY
'
S BACON

LB.
Rind

19c

24 Lb. Bag
FLOUR

_

,
416

.
,
101.00411.601014011r

'7*
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Fifth Column of Bean Beetles
Reported in Calloway County

•

saiellaniaalsOl.

77c

Murray Mill

4 Lb. Carton

PURE LARD

33c

Pkgs.
PICNIC GOODS

25c
Forks, Napkins

Assorted Cuts

LB. 30c

COLD MEATS

JAR & PACKAGE CHEESES

C'TRY HAM Sliced

LB. 30c & 40c

DRESSED FRYERS & FINEST BEEF
We want to buy your produce.
Hams - Eggs - Cream

Whitkick., News

for open competitive examinat,on.
position
of
For
FOREMAN.
GENERAL MAINTENANCE AND
CONSTRUCTION. tFor filling the
of
position
General
Foreman,
$2.000 a year
For postion of FOREMAN, AUTOMOTIVE MECHNIC
Diesel .
i For filling the postioh of Foreman. General* Mechanic, $5,000 a
year
Less deduction of 31• per cent for
retirement annuity)
For information and appiktivion
blank see the Secretary. Board of
U. S. Civil Service Examiners,
Post Office.

PRICES

QUALITY --- LOWEST

8 oz. Jar

10c

SALAD DRESSING(
E VZ7JAR 25..FRENCH DRESSING
,
LOST-2 rings—white gold class
ring with yellow gold "F" on
black onyx; also ruby in white
gold
setting,
between
Gatlin
Bldg and Post Office. Reward.
Call 95.
. .1p
FOR SALE—KinKade garden tractors—new and used.
Just the
trick for truck `gardening or
small size farms Come in for
further information. M. G. Richardson & Co.. Murray Auto Parts
Co.
lp

24 Lb.

10 Lb. Cloth Bag . 50c

Standard Pack

SUGAR

25 Lb. Cloth Bag $1.25

CORN,TOMATOES or
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

100 Lb. Bag

$4.89

Bag
No. 2
Size
Cans

59c
25c

3 Bars 17c

LIFEBUOY SOAP
RINSO

Lb.

at 49`
SPRY 3cL

20`

WESCO TEA
/
1 2 Lb. Box 25c

BOX
WHEATIES

1 Oc
WESCO SODA

LARGE BOX
29c

CRACKERS
2 Lb Box 13C

FAIRFIELD

Country Club

1 Lb. Jar 19c
HONEY 2 L13. jar 33c

MILK

QT.
CIDER VINEGAR

1 Oc

24 oz. Loaves

BREAD
COFFEE
KROGER'S

CLOCK

20 oz.
Loaves

3 for 25c

COUNTRY CLUB or
1 Lb.
MAXWELL HOUSE Ld Cans

PENN RAD
GALLON CAN
2 Plus tax 8c can

$
115

LARGE BOX
SOAP FLAKES Avalon Brand
Free gold band tumbler in each box

19c

ARGO

AMMONIA

agt

c

CHERRIES

11i-M

3 LB. BAG

No. 2 Can
Red Pitted

10c
No. 2', Cans

3 Lb. Box enc

GLOSS 1 Lb. Box 9c
STARCH

2 for 15c

SPOTLIGHT

French Brand, lb. I9c; 3 lb. bag

MOTOR OIL

PEANUT BUTTER
2 Lb. Jar 21c

Avondale Pure MUSTARD or

Tall C Small
J or V Cans 10

STOVEWOOD FOR SALE—Good,
sound. oak wood, anytime you
want it. Prices right. Also general hauling of all kinds. Call
439 or see us at 904 W. Main.
Oakley Bros.
tfc

43c

23c

•B

Country Club 2 14 oz.
Bottles 25c
CATSUP 8 oz. Bottle, gc

BISQUICK

FOR RENT-3-room first floor
apartment, furnished or unfurnished. hot water, private entrances.
Garage included. See
Reuble Farley, 313 'North 5th
Street.
tfc

BLUE PLUMS

PEACHES

2

25c

Country Club
Large No. 2', Can

15c

LiJ

Avalon Brand
QUART BOTTLE

No. 2l, Can
15c

SPICED PEACHES

20c
1 Lb.13ulk

No. I Can
5c

PORK & BEANS

BLACK PEPPER

1 Oc

LB.
10c

FIG BARS Fresh Baked
WESCO

BLOCK SALT

50'. Each 43`

WESCO STARTING and

EGG MASH

Lb.
It

100 lb. Bag

$2.09 Growing Mash $2.19

GOLDEN YELLOW

FANCY CALIFORNIA

BANANAS
5c ORANGES
APPLES 4 lbs. 25c CORN 3
LB.

FANCY WINESAP

200-220
Size
DOZ.

29c
10c

FRESH GREEN

Large
Ears

EACH
PINEAPPLES

LB.
10c

COTTAGE CHEESE

1 Oc

SPARE RIBS

1 Oc

Large Size
CANTALOUPES
NEW POTATOES

Sweetheart Toilet Soap, 1 bar _ 6c
'
4 Bars- for
Orange Juice, No. 2. Can
. 111c
Bruce's 46 oz. Can
'
. 20c
Florida Oranges. Large.3 for
It
Large 13 oz. Post Tomtit.,
lie
Nutty Peanut Butter. Pt.
17c
Plain Peanut Butter, Qt.
tic
Pen Jel or Sure Jell
2 3-oz. Packages
25c
3e
New Red Potatoes, lb.
English Peas, Home grown. lb. Sc
Home Grown Cabbage
Blue Ribbon Syrup. Gal,
45c
Fine Domino Sugar. 10 lbs. cloth 52c
OPEN CIVIL SEVICE EXAMS
Campbell's Tomato Juice
The U. S. Civ.il Service an14 oz. Cam. 3 for
25c
nounces the following
positions
23e
50 in. Can
Nice Tomatoes. lb.
12e
mimminummos
1 Lb. Can Cherries
_____ _40c
Great Northern Beans, lb.
bc
BOG GESS
' Red 'Robe Apple Butter
2 Lb. Jar
1St
Orange Slices' of Chocolate
_ 16c
Highest Market Prices Paid Candy, lb.
For Chickens, Eggs, & Wool Kentucky Rom Flour, 24 lbs. 65C
White Frost Flour, 24 lbs.
abc
PHONE 441
Pure Lard, 25 lbs._
$1.50
Nice 2 to Vi lb. Fryers.
25
13th and W. Main
Try Our Sliced Ham
-Sausage, Pork said Beef.

AVONDALE
or BOKA

PURE CANE

SALMON

WANTED-15 Raspberry pickers
at once.
See B
W. Overby,
Murray. Ky., Telephone 251. lp

PRODUCE CO6

63c

2 Tall Cans 29c

STREAMLINED 1939 WRECKER
SERVICE New equipment 24hour, fast, dependable Wrecker
Service. Charges reasonable. Day
phone 97; Night phone 543-W.
Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales
and Service

Swann's Grocery
24—PHONES-25
—

TR1-SUM SELFR1SING, 24 lb. bag

Fancy Pink

LOST—One light meter used in
photography work.
Lost somewhere between Dr. J. C. Melvin!
and Court Square in Murray.
Reward. Return to H. A. Gillian.
Jr.. 919 W Broadway, Mayfield.
Kentucky
West Ky. Rural Eelc.
Coop. Corporation.
tfc

PRIVATE
INSTRUCTION— Any
grade. any subject. Give your
child a chance to make up his
lost credit. Plenty of satisfied
parents
your community will
tell you it is money well spent.
Mrs Reba Miller, 1622 Miller Ave.,
Murray, telephone 280-J.
lc

89c

'
10
39c

WE SPECIALIZE in Tasty Fancy
Cakes, Pies, Pastries for parties
and social functions of every description. Let us serve you. Murray Baking Co. Phone 79.
tf

FOR SALE-340 acres of land on
Murray-Pine Bloff highway. See
Treman Beale.
J13p

COUNTRY CLUB, 24 Lb. Bag

TEA

FOR SALE—For late setting 25.000
Tomato and Pepper Plants, L L
Beale, 405 North 7th St.
1p

FOR SALE—One 1939 model Electric Speed Queen Washer, One
1939 Gas Speed Queen Washer.
To be sold at $2000 reduction
from list. , See these models at
M. G Richardson & Co..
once.
Murray Auto Parts Co.
lp

95c

LIPTON'S

WANTED—Housecleaning and floor
waxing work. L D Martin and
G. T. McGehee. Call No. 6 from
5 to 6 in the afternoon and from
6 to 7 a. m.
lc

IF It is Cooking Coal or laundry
coal that you want. call L. F.
Thurmond. Phone 386-J. He has
Jellico
...the
Cooking
Pioneer
Coal.
J27c

FLOUR

LYON'S BEST, 24 Lb. Bag

NAVY BEANS

WE STILL HAVE a few attractive
farms, several on highways leading out of Murray. at reasonable
prices and terms to suit most any
buyer on many of them. See W
H. Finney or Hewlett Clark. lc

RENT-3-room
FOR
Furnished
Apt., kitchen electricially equip,:-Mrs. Robert Bowen and son
ped.
Possession June 15
All
Bobby and Miss Virginia Bowen
Mrs.
visited Mr. and. Mrs. J. W. Wyatt private. 502 Elm Street.
.T. L. Smith.
lc
in Puryear recently.
Buckley of
Miss Dottie
near
Conyersville visited Miss Minnie
Alice Bowen a few days last week.
Mrs. George Neal and baby visited home folks in Springville over
the week-end.
Dr. and Mrs. L. F. Walk of McKenzie visited in the home of her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Sam McCampbell. Sunday.
Lavern
ill
with
Morris
is
measles at this writing.
Elroy Ball and Miss Marquette
Fultcher were *linked in marirage
Saturday.
Frances Morris has been visiting
in the home of her uncle, It L.
Wimberley for the past two weeks.
Mrs. Ira Works and daughters,
Jay and Marjorie. are visiting
relatives in Texas.—Blue Bird.

HIGHEST

10'.23c

NECK BONES

2 LBS.
Lean-Meaty

LB.
5c

LB.
114313E TOMATOES
GREEN BEANS Tr
endier
H & G WHITING FISH

LB.

LB.
10c

PIG LIVER Fresh Sliced

10c

SLICED BOLOGNA

31.1":25

SWIFT'S CIRCLE S
79c

EACH

25c

PICNIC HAMS
U. S. INSPECTED PURE HOG

9c
2 Lbs. 25c
2 Lbs. 29c

ARMOUR
'
S FRANKS
SLICED BREAKFAST
No Rind - No Waste
BACON

LB.

15c

COUNTRY CLUB SUGAR CURED

LARD 50 '319 BACON
Lbs.
Net

FANCY MILK FED

e
IIhl7leSiccIr

11111

1i
lic

U. S. INSPECTED

VEAL ROAST Lt 141c BEEF ROAST
Country Club Roll

LB
C1‘711t:e

20c

LB.

BUTTER

LB

.:740RK SAUSAGE

27c

EATMORE OLEO

25c

PORK CHOPS

LB.

•
-- a_--....-.-

•

.
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Kentucky to Aid Materially
In Success of Dairy Month
New York, June 5—Kentucky is
playing an important role in June
Dairy Month, as the state's annual
milk production is valued at more
than $17,000,000.
"On January 1, there were 540,000 milk cows reported in Kentucky
valued at $24,300,000," says the
Milk Industry Foundation in a
statement urging nation-wide support for the Dairy Month campaign
"Production in 1939 equalled 877,000,000 quarts.
"Kentucky is an important state
to the dairy industry," the Foundation declared, "and this June program will benefit consumers by
emphasizing the food value of milk
and dairy products. and enable producers and distributors to promote
increased demand for excess farm
milk production.
"In addition to fluid milk which
brings the farmer his highest price,
Kentucky in 1938 produced 23.814,000 pounds of butter, 7,903,000
pounds of cheese, 1,776,000 gallons
of ice cream, 62,006,000 pounds of
canned milk.
"In 1938 milk was the third largest single source of farm cash income in the state topped only by
tobacco and cattle. Milk was 32
percent larger than cash farm income from hogs, 2 percent larger
than the combined income from
lamb, chickens and eggs, 21,11 times
grain, more than 3 times vegetables,
fruits and nuts.
"Estimates for the nation as a
whole show that milk production
on farms this June will reach a
new all-time peak. Last June farm

IMECIIZIOCICIEJOIDEJEJ
Wallis' Bean

BEETLE KILLER
Guaranteed

15c
Makes 54

gallon ready spray

August.
ith Rogers, Mrs. Pearl Jones, NelKirksey. 3rd Sunday night in
lie Ruth Jones and Mr. Johnson,
September.
who showed slides on eleetric refrigeration and ranges.
Kirlusey Missionary Society
The Kirksey Missionary Society
Electrical equipment was used
will meet Saturday afternoon at
by these homes in preparing ices
the parsonage. A special program J. C. Robey Expresses Thanks and pop corn and other delicacies
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
is being prepared. Ladies, you are
for their guests. •
for Cooperation of
The pastor will preach morning invited.
Members
and evening. The subject for the
morning hour will be "IN THE
According to James C. Robey,
FOOTPRINTS OF JESUS," and ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH educational advisor of the West
for the evening hour, "HEAVEN.
Kentucky
Rural Electric CooperaPreaching by _the pastor and
What kind of a place is it? Who
tive Cooperation, good attendance
conference
churchnext
regular
There will be a singing at North
is there? What are they doing
and much interest was displayed
now? Will we know each other Saturday at 2 p. m.—a very im- at the three "electric" parties held Fork Church beginning Saturday
portant meeting of the church, folnight, June 8 and continuing unthese?
lowing up the recen.t Roll-call of in this county last week. •
til called in. This singing will be
Church School at 9:30 slifirp, with the membership.
Mr. Robey states that he wishes managed and sponsored by One
classes for all ages beginning with
Preaching by the pastor at 11 to express his thanks to the mem- Key. Mr. Key attended the Northe Cradle Roll Class. The school
bers of the co-op for their enthusiis presided over by faithful, com- a. m. the following Sunday, when astic response to the benefit of en- mal singing school in January at
Lawrenceburg, where he made
petent officers and under the care THE SPIRITUAL NEEDS OF larging this program here.
high grades and received high
of Bible trained teachers and THE CHURCH will be considered
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Farris enter- 4 horLors along with his diploma..
workers. 'Each class meets in a in 4W
SCrC•4441 -3
lifd-frirnitr:on Wednesday even;
separate room to study the lesSon. prosenr4lay-- eonditiong.-attend
imihl
bi eCise4
Sunday School meets at 10 a. ing at their home.. Those enjoy- The
Training Union meets every Suning the' hospitality were Mr. and
Mrs. Noah Story returned to her
day night at 6:45, with an inspir- m., Prentice Lassiter, superintend- Mrs. Jake Shipley, Mrs. Fred Hale
ing character building program ent, and terminates in the opening and Mrs. John A. Hart—, 1210,glit; home in Detroit Sunday after a
few days' stay with her mother,
prepared by a group of competent, of the Sunday morning worship.
A cordial ivitation is extended to ful refreshments were served by Mrs. D. J. Wilson, Who is improved
trustworthy Bible students. This
the
hostess.
from an illness.
work is primarily to make better all and a large attendance is exOn Thursday evening, RepreVery sorry to know Mrs, J. C.
workers for the work at home in pected at all these services.
sentative
and
Mrs.
P.
G.
Curd
were
J. E. Skinner, Pastor
all our churches and in the work
at home to friends, which included' Paschall is not so well. Hope she
beyond. The director, with all
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hart, Mr. and soon feels much better.
Mr. and Mrs: Rollin Jones and
CHURCH OF CHRIST
helpert invites earnestly the memMrs. 0. A. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs.
bers of the church to be present
Hoyt Craig, Mr. and Mrs. Pat daughters. Annie and Bobbie, atLord's Day: Bible study at 9:45 Thompson and daughter Nancy, tended Sunday School at North
to assist in the work.
Mid-week meeting every Wed- a. m.. preaching by Bro. Hardeman Mr. and Mrs. Galon White, Mr. Fork church Sunday.
nesday evening at 7:30 with a at 10:45 a. m. and 7:45 p. m.
Among those visiting in the
and Mrs. Aubrey Steely, Mr. and
program
of testimony, praise,
We are now in the midst of a Mrs. John T. Taylor and Miss Joan home of Mr. and Mrs. Norton Fosprayer. Bible study and soulful, good meeting. Good preaching, St. John. A delightful ice course ter Sunday because of the illness
gospel.. singing of the old hymns good crowds, good singing and a was served by the hostess.
of Mrs. Foster's mother, were Mr.s
so full of Bible 'truth and senti- feast of good things in general for
The party on Friday evening Jennie Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Colment. Following this meeting im- the spiritually minded. We are was given at the home of Mr. and lins Key and daughter Joan; Mr.
mediately, is the study of the having two services daily-3 p. m. Mrs. Luther Parks. Their guests and Mrs. Adolphus Lassiter and
Bible lesson for the next Sunday. and 7:45 p. m. Remember this is wereMr. and Mrs. Carlos Jones, daughters Bettie and Linda, Mr.
REMEMBER THE BEGINNING a short meeting. If you would Will Mack Jones, Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Hollin Jones and daughOF THE REVIVAL MEETING JULY share these good things with us, Vernon Butterworth, Betty June ters Annie and Bobbie.
THE SEVENTH. DR. DAVID M. you must do so at an early date. Butterworth, Mrs. Allen Rogers,
Mr. and Mrs. Oat Paschall and
GARDNER OF ST. PETERSBURG,
C. L. Francis, Minister
Frances and Carolyn Rogers, Len- son Wallace visited Mr. and Mrs.
FLA., WILL BE THE PREACHER,
AND MR. GAYLE HOLCOMB OF
CHILDREN
JACKSON, TENN., WILL DIRECT
THE MUSIC DURING THE MEETBALCONY, Nights, Sundays, and s„
ING.
Holidays
27e
The church extends a most corI will preach at Martin's Chapel LOWER FLOOR, Nights, Sundays.
dial .invitation to everyone in Mur- at 11 a. m. next Sunday, and at
and Holidays
23e
ray and adjoining communities and New Hope at 7:45.
visitors to worship here whenever
Church School at Goshen, Lynn
possible; you will always find Grove, Martin's Chapel. New Hope,
friends here who will heartily wel- and Sulphur Springs at 10 o'clock.
come you to all the services of the
H. L .Lax, Pastor
church and its helpful fellowship.
Sam P. Martin, Pastor
Vei
I I
sees
ails
Seel

milk production in the U S. totaled 5,332,000,000 quarts of milk."

Hazel Route 1
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Page_were
recent visitors in Paris.
Miss Edith Myers and
Miss
Chettie Mae Orr were in Murray
Saturday.
Mrs. Brenda Mae Orr and son
of Bruceton, Tenn., visited relatives
in Hazel and on this route last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Jones were
guests of relatives in Paducah last
week.
Miss Marilyn Nance has returned
to her home in Paris after several
days' visit with friends here.
Millard Page and faril,ily have
moved to the farm of C. F. Page,
near Paris, where they will reside.
Mrs. J. C. Langston visited
friends and relatives on this route
last week.
Rev. K. G. Dunn preached at
Pleasant Grove last Sunday morning.
L. A. Farris and family were recent dinner guests of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Myers.
Mr. and
Mrs. Cale Langston
visited his mother, Mrs. J. C.
Langston, and,, his sister Mrs. Avery
Madrey and family last week.
John and Porter Charlton were
in Mayfield Saturday.
Mrs. John Charlton is slowly improving from a recent illness.
Mrs. Sallie St. John of Murray
visited -in Hazel over the weekend.
Will Cooper remains on the sick
list.
C. C. Orr shows very little improvement from a lengthy illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Maddox and
Mrs. Grace Wilcox of Hazel were
in Murray Saturday.
Tommie Shrader and son Gene
visited A. Shrader and family and
Mr. and Mrs. Cale Langston over
the week-end.

Card of Thanks

•
We wish to thank each of you
purchase of one can who belped in any way in our time
of deepest sorinw. To Bro. Havor more, entitles you to 50c ens for his comforting
,words; for
floral offerings, and messages of
spray for 21c.
sympathy, the Fuller-Gilliam Hospital, Churchill Funeral Hume,
•
friends and neighbors. Our sincere thanks to all of you.
Mrs. Ernest Bailey,
Mr. and Mrs. William Bailey
Murray, Ky.

U

ES

Around Paschall
School

Murray Circuit

Murray is birthplace of Radio.

See the 39 De Soto Features You're
Missing in Your 1936-'37-'38 Car!
ERE ARE a few of the 39
new features De Soto has
that you are missing in your
2- 3- or 4-year-old car!

H

*New headlights that give
50q to 65% better road light '..
•Seats that are up to 8"wider
than 3 JU have now!
•In most cases, from 5 to 15
more horsepower than you've
been enjoying.
•A wheelbase frequently 5"
to 10" longer than yours.
•A 10-bag luggage locker
that's lighted inside.
•Advanced styling—a new
Handy-Shift steering post
gear shift—a new Floating

Ride—and many other ex-

amples of brilliant Chrysler
Corporation engineering!
See us today.Drive the one
1940 car that has all 39 new
features your 1936, '37 or
'38 car lacks and see how
much comfort and convenience you are missing. Remember, this great De Soto
is built by Chrysler Corporation. That means fine engineering—highest car quality!
Prices s20 to s48 Lower
than Last Year
new lower prices
Soto's
De
plus our high trade-in allowances make it easy for you
to own this big, fine car.
You won't find a better deal
anywhere. See us today!

Murray Motor Co.
1.W. LENNOX, Mgr.
512 W. Main

Phone 233

Jimmie Jones and family Sunday
afternoon.
Miss Ethel Paschall, who visited
the past week with Mr. and Mrs.
0. T. Paschall, returned to Murray Sunday afternoon.
Among those who visited Mrs.
D. B. Byars. who is ill the past
week and .Sunday were Mr. and
Mrs. Odie Morris and family, Mrs.
0. T. Paschall, Miss Ethel Paschall,
Mrs. Hanzy Paschall, little Miss
Ruby Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Rollin
Jones and daughters. Mr. and Mrs.

SATURDAY AND SUNDItit-ar• P."
DAD GOES PLAYBOY!
ORLI
MOTHER TURNS GLAMOUR
All the ioneses take
a fling at Broadwayi

Kirksey Circuit
R. F. Blankenship, Pastor

The Third Quarterly conference
for our charge will be held at
Cole's Camp Ground June 23.
Coldwater
. Regular second Sunday services.
Church School at 10 a. m.
Preaching service at 11 a. m.
Homecoming at Mt. Carmel
Fifth Sunday in June is "Homecoming" Day at Mt. Carmel. Rev.
W. A. Swift will preach at 11
m. The afternoon will consist of
short talks and singing.
Camp Ground
There will be an all-day singing
at Coles Camp Ground third Sunday in June. The public is invited.
Revival Dates
Mt. Carmel, 2nd Sunday in July.
Mt. Hebron, 3rd Sunday in July.
Camp' Ground, 4th Sunday in
-July.
Coldwater, 1st or 2nd Sunday in

Hill Billy Rambler
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Simmons
and children of Detroit, Mr. and
Mrs. Oren Simmons of Providence.
Mr. and Mrs. Hartie Hudson of
Paris, Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Housden and children of Ptovidence
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Warlick Hudson.
Mr. and Mrs. Monkey Stubblefield and daughter Mavis, all of
near Green Plains. Mrs. Linda
Simmons of near Macedonia spent
Sunday afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs. Cleave Lax and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Williams
and daughter Eron of near New
Provid4hce spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Elmus Mitchell of near
Macedonia.
John Lax, near Macedonia, sold
a fine milk cow last week.
Misses Susan and Velma Lax of
near Macedonia were in Murray
Sunday.—"Curly Top".

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads

CHILDREN
ADULTS—Baleony, Matinee Except
160
Sundays and Holidays
Lower Floor, Matinees, Biceps
270
Sundays and Holidays

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

_
HOWARD SPRING'S GREAT
NOVEL;THAT, ENCHANTED
4.6inagw1
A*MILLION READERS
MY Son
MYSOn!

Puryear Route One

Mr. and Mrs. James Lloyd Jackson were Saturday night guests of
Mrs. Molly Barnhill and were Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
William Barnhill and son Donald
Edward.
Mr .and Mrs. Jim Merrell were
week-end guests of Mrs. Connie
Wilson and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Salmon and
children of Michigan visited relatives and friends here he past
week.
Mr. Martin returned to
his work Sunday but his family remained for a longer visit.
Mrs. Erin Sykes and Mrs. Molly
McCuiston are ill at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn Parker
were dinner guests of Mr. ars
Mrs. Herbert Parker and daughter Ella Bee, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Merrell, Mrs.
Connie Nilson and daughters were
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Houston Charles Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. George McFarland,
and baby, Marshall Clayton and
daughters, Mr. and Mrs. Burton
Jackson and
daughters. Burton
Boyd and family, Mrs. Alice and
Arthur Boyd. Charlie Merrell, W.
D. Wilson and J. W. Barnhill were
dinner guests of Waymond Jackson and family Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Roberts, Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Jackson and children were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Tommie Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. James Lloyd Jackson spent Friday night with Marshall Clayton and daughters.
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Sykes
visited in Paris Sunday evening.
Thomas Gamblin of Chicago.
Ill., visited his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Edd Gamblin Thursday and
returned the last of the week taking his bride with him.
—Whipper Will

The Calloway county vegetable
growers' association expects to have
70 acres of marketable tomatoes
this season, for shipping.

PITOL

ARSITY

MURRAY METHODIST CHURCH
Sunday, June 9, 1940
The 'pastor will preach at the
morning
worship
hour,
10:50
o'clock, on "Places and Times of
Worship" in which he will attempt
to show that in the past the greatness of any nation has sprung in
a large measure from the religious
life of that nation. Yet sense of
us deny to our own children:
whom we really love, this greatest
asse. in life.
At the evening hour:1:30 o'clock,
the pastor will preach on "False
Beliefs and their Consequences".
The world just now is facin3 the
greatest crisis in the life of this
generation, and we need to KNOW
what is best if it possible to find
it.
The Sunday-school and the worship services of our churches in
Murray hold out to the students
at our college that religious help
that every young man and young
woman needs during college days.
We invite them cordially to worship with us if they prefer the
Methodist Church. Of course if
the.y are members of some other
church, their duty is to'
that
church.
Our young people meet at 6:45
each Sunday evening in their own
services. They will find these services helpful in their religious experiencs and would that every
young man and woman in the congregation would avail • themselves
of these opportunities for religious
culture.
When your friends and relatives
visit you this summer in Murray
they will think more of themselves
and esteem you more highly if you
will bring them with you to the
house of worship. Some how every
one admires religious devotion.
Come and worship with us.
The Vacation Bible School at
the Methodist Church will continue its session till Friday. June
14.
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor

Oat Paschall and son. Rev. and
Mrs. L. B. Swann. Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Kuykendall. Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Page, and Calvin Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Page and
Miss Ethel Paschall spent Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs. Elisha
Orr.—Gulden Lock.

ADMISSION-10c and 16c

TODAY AND FRIDAY

With

J. T. WALLIS & SON

REC PARTIES ARE
WELL ATTENDED

I 1
11111
11111
tell

Ruthless, terrible in his
power over these

humans

inches in height. Dare

these

EDWARD SMAll

presents

Madeleine

Brian

CARROLL
AHERNE
Louis HAYWA R D

MY SoN,MY SON!
SATURDAY ONLY
poromou nt picture

LOVE TEST
FOR HUSBANDS!
WW

SEE Dr.Cyelops injeci his new
radium formula . shrink
his victims to pygmy

—and a laugh test
for you, as wifie
becomes party girl
to see how far
hubby will go!

SEE a normal sized cat b.come a ravening monster!
SEE a beautiful young woman
shrunk to miniature size!

MES
fiti.4‘[Ailo
EL N

SEE th• little people plot their
revenge against the gigantic
mod genies!

with

YOU CAN'TFOOL
e**t* YOUR WIFE

Allsort Dekker, Janice Logan,
Thomas Coley, Charles Hatton,
Victor Kilian, Front Yaconelli
°wetted by Ernest Schoosisatk

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

wrth

ROBERT COOTE
VIRGINIA VALE
EMMA DUNN
ELAINE SHEPARD

Your merriest moments in momns...wnn
swindlers, suckers, Sheriffs and sweethearts giving you the time of your laugh!

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

"I DARE NOT
MARRY YOU
—OR ANY
OTHER MAN!"

The amazing drama of • girl helplessly in love ..:
hopelessly wanting a marriage that
could never be.

• _
Rabies is Raging in Calloway Coonnity. Dog owners
are warned to keep their animals tied up or run
the risk of their being killed.

J. I. FOX, Sheriff

DENNIS.,01EEFE
MAUREEN O'RARA • ADOLPHE MENJOU
FAY BAWER • HERBERT MARSHALL

Pegiy Moron • Guinn Wilkins
Ed Brophy "

111

4
*.
--••••••••,--•!•,

•

COPY FADED
0
•5.

doll people defy

this towering monster?

The joys and inconsistencies of love
In the story of a woman who held
in her passionate heart both a father
and son ..

WARNING!-- RABIES!

BUY YOUR DOG TAGS AT ONCE

pitiful

shrunk to 14

144S rit5S
1)

•

sts.1-

I

'• •

• ,
41111firx- ......1..".11111.4110
1....^.
.
"`.. •
•
.
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THE LEDGER &
Ceases during the afternoon
were Mr. and Mrs. Carroll UMWMrs. J. 0. Suits,.
ter. Mr. and
Mrs. Tony Scherffius, Martha June
Rogers, Tennis Rogers. Beauton
Smith. Ruth Murdock and Elmo
Jones.

(GatInnsd Areas Page,

,amessories and her shoUlder cor- Singh Mama Greve alisisonasi
Meet
sage was of talisman ruses.
The South Pleasant Grove MisMr. Humphreys is a son of Mr.
sionary Society met with Mrs.
and Mrs. E. T. HumphreYs.
Thursday afternoon,
The young couple enjoys a large Ermine Hayes
circle of friends who extend to May 23.
Mrs. Mavis Broach cendUcted
them best wishes for a long and
the program and Miss Ethel Pashappy married life.
• • •.• •
chall discussed the subject in the
pamphlet
Albert L lanes Honored
Immediately following the busiWith Rebates
and
relatives
ness session, the society
On Sunday. June 2.
E.
Jehn
of
Mrs. Dennis
friend* showered
gathered at the home
Jones in honor of his brother. Boyd with miscellaneous gifts.
were
refreshments
Albert I. Jones of Cunningham.
Delightful
Kansas who is mayor of that city served by Mrs. Doran and Mrs.
and active in civic affairs of his Hayes 'to 15 members and 4 visitcommunity.
on.
The occasion was in honor of
Mrs. Odle Calmest Iteassired
Albert L Jones birthday.
With Goad WIII Sheerer
A bountiful dinner was spread
A number of friends, relatives
at the noon hour which was enand members gathered at Liberty
joyed by all present
The guest list included ?tr. and Church Sunday, June 2, and pre:qrs. C. A. Jones. Mr. and Mrs. seated Mrs. Opie Ws= and chill. R. Jones. Miss Myrtle Jones, siren with a grocery dsdeter: The
Mr and Mrs. Hoyt Jones and Linda honoree received a large quantity
Jane, Mr and Mrs. Cody Jones' of foods and also a niee sum of
and Martha F.0. Mr and Mrs. money.
Gilbert Smith and Carolyn. Mr.' Scripture reading was given by
and Mrs. A J Marshall. Bobby Mrs. Eula Wells and Owen Billand Linda Sue Marshall. Mrs Lella ington of Hopkinsville led in
Jones, Mr and Mrs. J. D. Jones prayer after which Oran, Wells diand Jerre! Dan. Mr. and Mrs. C. rected the group saiging.
Those registering were Mrs HatW Mathis. Mr. and Mrs. Powell
Wrather and Betts- Ann. A. I. tie Ragsdale. Mrs. Alice Lee, Mrs.
Jones. Mr and Mrs. .1 E. Jones. Gertie Wells, Mrs.' Robbie PalNixola well. Mrs. Oran Wells. Mrs. Lula
Mathis.
Lilliali
Misses
larrither. Addie Lou Brewer. and Barnett. Mrs. Jewel Phelps, yrs.
I Ida Cook. Mrs. Mae Miller. Mrs.
R Jones.
Louise Jones

PAGE FIVE
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Mr dud Mi.s. If. I. Neely, Mr. guests over the week-end were
and daughter. Mrs. H. A. Wilson,
Mrs. A H. Laggterud and Mrs. B
A. Fisher and .Miss LaVerne
Kr. and Mrs. B. C. Wilson of and Mrs. 0. B. lattnbow and son , W.
I. Sledd.
Perry !Hill of Nashville, Mrs. K. B. OsEva
Miss
and
Jr.,
their
B.
of
0.
guests
are
Tenn.,
Paris,
Prizes ware awarded Mrs. Stokes
and Miss June Osbron of
parents Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Wilson, motored to Nashville Sunday and bron,
for high starts Mrs. Hat Ryan sec- I
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Paris.
this week.
ond high and Mrs. Kopperud Mr. And Mrs. E. L. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Swann of
Entertain In Honor 01 Geist
low.
Galan Hurt who is working in Peeler and family.
John York of Murray was in Murray attended the community
Paducah, spent the week-end with
The hostess served a delightMr and Mrs. E. L. Miller enterbirthday supper Thursday night
Hazel Monday on business.
ful salad plate at the conclusion toned at dinner Monday night in his family of north Hazel.
and were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Milstead
Willie
Mrs.
Mrs.
and
Jones,
a Mr.
of the game.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe
honor of Miss Jeanette Petty of
Claude Anderson.
John Moore, Mrs. Cleve James, spent Sunday visiting Mrs. MilPhiladelphia. Penn.
Elmer West left Sunday for St.
ManMrs.
and
Mr.
Paparents,
in
stead's
shopped
Junes
Koska
Dr. Bunerwertit Is nurgriseel
The guests included Dr. Joseph Mrs.
uel Paschall, near Puryear, Tenn. Louis on a visit.
With Birthday Fish Fry
Miller. Louisville, Miss Mildred ducah Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul White of ColDr. A. D. Butterworth's office Miller, Benton, Miss Virginia MillW. D. Kelly and daughter Mrs.
Mrs. Alice McLean of the Green
Tuesday
were in Hazel
orado
him Wednesday
force surprised
er. Haas!, Robert Miller, Hazel, Plain neighborhood, who died last Dumas Clanton, were in Jackson.
evening with a birthday fishfry at Miss Celia Miller, Hazel, Ed Miller Tuesday at the home of her daugh- Tenn.. a few days last week to visiting relatives and friends. Mrs.
Pearl Pitts of Paris accompanied
Pine Bluff. luring ham to that place Jr
ter, Mrs. Myrtle Walker, was in- visit the Underwood family.
through overtures by Joe Baker
Mrs. Carlos Scruggs underwent them here.
terred at the Hazel cemetery last
attended
party
the
dinner,
After
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Melton are
to have him inspect a new boat.
an operation at the Mason hosWednesday afternoon. the theatre.
parents of a son, Frank Mayer,
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Joe
IL E. Brandon who has been go- pital Friday. She is getting along the
born Tuesday morning at the MayKy.,
nicely.
Lexington,
Baker. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Riley,
in
school
to
ing
Mrs. R. R. Hicks left Saturday,
Tommie Wilson was in Murray field hospital.
Glasgow Penney. Dr. C. H. Jones,
Monday and will
with her win Rob Roy Hicks, for returned home
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Jones spent
Miss Mary Singleton, Miss Marelle their home in Quincy. Ill., where be here a few days to visit his Sunday to visit his daughter who
Ward. Misses Jean and Joan But- Mrs. Hicks will spend a few parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elrnus Bran- is a patient in the hospital there. Sunday in Murray as guests of Mr.
Burnette,
Geroge Dickerson and daughter Jones' mother, Mrs. Ronnie Jones.
terworth, Miss Mary
weeks in the hospital there, where don.
Miss Marelle Orr was a MayMiss Virginia Lassiter, and Miss
Mrs. Ruby Singleton of Paris have as their guests this week Mrs.
she can be with her son and famfirst part of the week.
Pattie Mae Overby.
spent Sunday night with her sis- Neale Ozier and children of Wil- field visitor
ily who work in the hospital.
Mrs. Lucile •Rollings and childersville. Tenn.
The group enjoyed motor-boat
Dr. and Mrs. Elroy Scruggs of ter -Mss. Grace C. Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Boyd of dren have returned to MiddlesMrs. Cardie Clark of Memphis
riding in Joe Baker's boat, and Paris. Tenn.. were Sunday afterand
Louis, Mo., spent last Thursday burough. Tenn., after spending a
St.
Newton
Leslie
Mrs.
and
cruised
the
then sang songs as
noon, guests in the home of his
granddaughter of Puryear, attended the night with his sister, Mrs. Cora week in Hazel with her-up the river on Lowell Steele's father Chess Scruggs.
mother, Mrs. Maud Orr, and other
West.
Wednesday.
here
funeral
McLean
ferry-boat
the
of
Miss Pearl Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Anderson's relatives and friends.
Mrs. R. M. Taylor of Old HickGreen Plain section was in Hazel
ory, Tenn., and Mrs. H. B. Wright
WIniser-Blvett Wedding
Monday on business.
Presbyterian An:Mary
la Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dailey and and children of Texas. are visiting
Meets Tuesday '
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Windsor, 2111 family spent Sunday in Puryear in the home of their parents, Rev.
was
Frye
Bertie
hostess
Miss
and Mrs. H. B. Hawley in North
Eastern Parkway, Louisville, Ky., visiting friends.
Tuesday afternoon at her home to announce the marriage of their
Dr. Zelna Barber of Princeton HazeL
the auxiliary of the Presbyterian daughter Elsie to Mr. Charles was in Hazel a few horus last week
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Junes and
Church.
Kivett, Knoxville, Tennessee.
sun Dickie, Oklahoma City. Okla.,
visiting friends.
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White and spent Wednesday and Friday in
Mrs. W. D. Lewis conducted the
Mrs. Kiyett is a graduate of
The program con- Murray State College. Bowling their visitors Mr. and Mrs. Jim- the homes of Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
devotional.
sisted of a full and interesting re- Green College of Commerce and is mie Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Art My- Denham and Mr. and Mrs. Ben
port of the general assembly in completing work toward an M.S. ers and Lathan Flippo. of Granite White.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Smith, Mr:
Rochester. N. Y. which was given degree in Commerce at the Uni- City. Ill., enjoyed an outing on
and Mrs. Art Myers and Lathan
Reelfoot Lake Saturday.
by Mrs. B. F. Scherffius, a dele- versity of Tennessee. Knoxville..
Mrs, W. W. Perry who was in Flippo of Granite City, Ill., regate from the local church. Plans
Mr Kivett is a graduate of the
for cooperating with the Red Cross Law School of the University of the hospital last week for a few turned home Sunday after spendwere discussed. and sewing for Tennessee. a member of the Ten- days' treatment, has returned to ing a few days in Hazel visiting
in the homes of Mr. and Mrs. D.
the European refugees was distrib- nessee State Bar and a member of her home.
Mrs. Frank Vaughn of North N. White. Mr. and Mrs:: Ben
uted.
the Vita Thu Ma national frasevfor
ill
been
has
Hazel, who
White and Mr. and Mra._,Owen
The hostess served a delightful ternity:
After June 9 they will be at eral months isn't any better at this Brandon,
party plate to the nine members
Mrs. C. W. Smith of Paris, spent
home on Fruuda Lane, Knoxville, writing.
present
Mr. and Mrs. Enoch White and Saturday in the home of Mr. and
Tennessee.
daughter spent Sunday in Murray Mrs. H. A. Wilson.
Chab Meets With
as the guests of Mrs. White's sisJoseph Miller, who has been in
Lynn Grove Young People
I Mrs. Houston
ter. Mrs. Pat Gilbert and Mr. Gil- school at Louisville, has returned
To Held Meet
Tne Tuesday morning bridge
home to spend a few months with
The Young People's Organization bert.
club me; this week with Mrs.- Joe
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Valentine are his parents. Dr. and Mrs. Miller.
high of Lynn Grove church will meet
The prize for
H,I.,stor,
Miss Ann Herron returned home
scor. es•as awarded Mrs. Carnie Sunday evening. June 9. at 7:30 the parents of an eight and a- half
o'clock, The following program pound son born Monday morning Saturday from Illinois where she
• Hendon
Hazel.
of
their
west
at
home
has been teaching.
1 The hostess served a dainty will be given:
Mrs. Orville Jenkins, Mrs, K.
Mrs. A. H. McLeod and Mrs.
party plate at the conclusion of
Subject: "Why Work?"
Musical prelude. Emma Douglass. B. Osbron and Mrs. Jewell Ander- Bob Bray were in Murray Friday
the game.
Murray
Saturday on business.
Call to Worship, Donald Craw- son were in
morning shopping.
Mrs. R. B. Chrisman of Paris
ford.
Newsy hearers Appear I.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph White and spent a few days last week in
Hymn, "This is My Father's
Paducah Recital
- - -.•
little daughter of Puryear were Hazel visiting her mother and
Students of the Krystal Smith World.".
Scripture. Eph. 4:20-28. Isaac week-end jsuests of his parents, sisters, Mn. Amanda Mason. Mrs.
studio presented Monday night in
Mr. and Mrs. Otho White in North
slaertha Maddox and Mrs. R. R.
_
the Taghman high school audi- Ford
Hazel.
Hicks.
Prayer, Josephine Crawford.
torium the "Book Shop Show."
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Ralph
West
has returned
Denham
'Felix
-We Work to Secure an Income
a program of dancing and singing.
CotMrs.
'C.
of
and
Lou
Daniels
home from Memphis where he has
Dancers from padncah. Murray. and Support Life," Maxine Crouch.
Hymn. "Awake, Awake to Love tage Grove were Sunday visitors been visiting his daughter, Mrs.
and Cairo. III., took part.
of Mrs. Cora West and faOly.
Sam Garrett and Mr. Garrett and
; Perhaps the outstanding number and Work".
en the program was an interpre"WOrk Is the Normal Activitz. Mr. and Mrs. B. L. 'Knight and family.
children Mable. J. W., and Junior.Mrs.- Grace C. Wilson. Mr. and
tive dance in costume. "Down of Healthy Human Beings", Tenvisited their daughter and sister Mrs. James Wilson spent Sunday
( South American Way." by Miss nie Rogers
Mrs. Elwood Gordon, of Benton, in Paris visiting relatives and
; Jane Jones of Murray_ Miss Jones
Poem, Mildred Swann.
last Sunday.
friends.
was loudly applauded for her per"We May Be Co-Workers With
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Evitts
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Swann of
formance_ Mrs. T. R.. Jones was God," Barbaranelle Harris.
and daughter, Alice, of Paducah, Murray
birthday
attended the
accompanist for the Murray group.
Hymn. "Take My Life and Let
are visiting Mrs, Evitts' mother. community supper sponsored by
Solo dimes were given by Joan It Be."
Mrs. Cora West.
school
the
at
ladies
Methodist
the
Hendon. Carolyn Carter. Virginia
Benediction.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Stephens building Thursday evening.
Jones and Lochie Fay Hart.
and family of Water Town, Tenn..
Nese assortments of Spring colors and patterns in
Bro. Quincy Scruggs and family
Othersfrom Murray who took
arrived in Hazel Monday for a of Lone Oak, Ky., were in Hazel
s. Sixes10
Regular Lengths and
part to the performance, were Barweek's visit with her mother, Mrs. lait Week visiting relatives.
bara
Ashcroft
Nancy
Green.
J.
D.
McLeod.
Little Wanda Mac Byers. who
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Cathcart
Marion Grandy. Janice Clopton.
Mr. and Mrs. Lock Hargrove of and family of near Lynn Grove
Phyllis Farmer, Barbara Stubble- has been in the hospital suffering
Detroit
were
Sundy
of
guests
community were Sunday guests of
field. Gloria Etheridge. Tommie from a ruptured appendix, has re.mrs. Hargrove's pa nts, Mr. and their daughter. Mrs. Chesley FarDoran. Patricia Broach. Janice turned to her home and is someE.
Mrs.
D.
Hurt.
ris and family of North Hazel.
' Green. Martha Ann Grandy, Frank what improved: -Mr. and Mrs. Ca in Stubblefield
Edd Tidwell. Detroit, ie visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Raymond
Allen Pool, Sara Ruth Rhodes, and
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Linn had as their week-end guests their and daughter. Mrs. Harlon Morrer,
Joan Farris.
Tidwell. His son Billie. who has children Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey and Mr. Morrer arid son of Columbeen the guest of his grandparents, Hudgins. Taylor, Miss.. Mr. and bus. 0., spent last week in the
service Circle Beads Meeting
Phone 106-W
West Side Square
Mrs. Jimmie Littleton of Knox- hoine of plea- parents and grandThe Service Circle of the First will accompany his father. to Deville, Tenn.. and Richard Stubble- parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. WeathChristian
Church met Tuesday troit.
erford.
Mr. and Mrs. Comus Alexander field .of Memphis, Tenn.
-.rung at the home of Miss Grace
Miss Lola Bell Beale of Alma
' :e with Mrs. Nix Crawford as and little eon James Ray spent
Mass
and
Kathrine
Adams
St.
of
Saturday and Sunday with Mr.
-n.o.tess.
Louis. Mo.. are guests of Miss
Mrs. L W. Lennox presided over and Mrs. Reggie Byers and to
Hazel Jones this week.
• meeting. and Mrs. Shelby see their little 'niece who is very
Edward Freeman, editor of the
Ii.,'. is conducted the devotional.
A large - number of people from Ledger & Times, was in Hazel
The program consisted of a study
on business.
ze/,„..s7
f the life of the Apostle Philip this community, attended the big Tuesday
eess
Mrs. H. E. Stephens visited Mr.
• ..ch was led kby Mrs. Rupert singing at Union Hill Sunday. A
McLeod
H.
and
Monday.
A.
Mrs.
- '.-ks. Miss Voline Pool received large crowd was reported with exMrs. A. H. McLeod and Mrs. R.
cellent singing being enjoyed.
• Service Circle gift.
Mr. and Mrs. Troy Miller and M. Bray • were Murray business
A delightful . riarty plate was
visitors Friday.
wed to the eighteen members daughter Glenda Sue' spent SunMrs. Harrette Cooper, Memphk,
day with Mr. and Mrs. Enos Nan-esent.
Tenn., Miss Fronnie Gwens
• S• •,•
ney.
Mr. and Mrs. COITUS Alexander Paris. were -We6t-end guests
harehmembers Surprise Pastor
were guests of their daughter. Mrs. their sister, Mrs. Pollye Pritchett
ah toed Slower
:iernheris of the congregation of Barney Herndon. and family of
- s• Rev.' E. A. Lassiter. pastor -of Cuba Moy_Land 19.
Mr. and MrsSIfrilah Williams and
•
Memorial Baptist church, met
„.
his home after prayer-meeting sons were guests of Mr. and lqrs.
want -to ex preA's our heart-1 night and surprised him with Reggie Byers 'arid Wanda Mae
who
do business with us
people
The
friends
matiy
oar
to,
thanks
felt
food shower: More than 50 were Sunday afternoon.
reour
during
us
by
stood
who
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Manring
kno* who the real direytors of our
• sent.
An hour of pleasant converse- were dinner guests of her mother, cent sorrow.
Lawrence,
bank are.
Fleming
Mrs.
•.ri preceded. the
opening of Mra,.Lucy Hubbs. Sunday.and family
-Brown Eyes
fts: after which Mrs. Lassiter
- reed light - refreshments.
Whether it's the swivel-chaired boss
• .• • • •
•
\Ire. Rather Catenation Club _
who cruises in a limousine or the
Mrs John D. Rather was at home
aproned clerk Who sweeps out;
-±erday afteroeon to members
the Wednesday bridge club and
•
whether it's a J-etired farmer living
Seilowing guests: Mrs. T. H.
Mrs E. S. Diuguid, Jr..
his investments or the aspiring,
on
Furs, Heavy Woolens, Rugs
thrifty young student—all are, aware
Curtains, Drapes, Blankets

Bouts Gordon. Mrs. ihirray Ross,
Mrs. Ida Lancaster, Mrs. Healey
Hopkins. Mn. Annie Cathey. Mrs.
Odle Colson. Mrs Owen Billing=
ton. Idopitinsvilie. Mrs. 0. Cathcart, Hopkinsville, Mrs. Lula Wells,
Mrs. Mary Morris, Frank Lee.
Clay Wells, Billie Wells, L. B. Falwell, Wyman Morris, Henry Hopkins. Bodie Cathey. Oran Wells,
Arxie Williams., Golden Ragsdale,
Houston Cook. B. L. Cathey. Owen
BIlington. Murray Ross, Miss Mildred Barnett, Miss Helen Ragsdale,
Miss Ethel Lee, Miss Jane Hopkins,
ritt,s Martha Evelyn Morris. Miss
Laura Alice Ragsdale. Mary Evelyn Billington. Mita Deen Gordon.
Master Charles Miller, Jerry Fees-II. Martin Wells.
• Those sending gifts were Mr. and
Mrs.sOtt Hulland. Mrs. Jessie Hilman, Mrs. Hardin Morris. Mrs.
Chester Morris, Mr. and Mrs.
McNealy, Mrs. Ruby
Howard
Wells. Mrs. Alfa Ahart, Mrs. Vannie Hurt. Mrs. Mary Jane Carrsway. Mrs. Ella Barnett. Mr. and
Mrs. Z. S. Giles, Mr. and Mrs.
Bradley Oberby, Mrs. Joe Colston,
Mrs. Lonella Boyd. Mrs. Emmitt
Mcrris.
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ADAMS

Just as You Make Plans for a Birthday Party, With Special Treats for
We've Planned
Everybody
Thrilling Values for You in All
Departments!

Introducing

It's Our Birthday - - 21 Years
business this June -- - and You
Get the Bargain Cake

FRIO
IS THE BIG OPENING DAY!
Get. a Fuel/ Share of Bargains Yourself
you haven't received a copy of our
Anniversary Circular . . . phone us.
We'll mail it right away.

I

BROWNBILT SHOE STORE

Card Of Thanks
vre-

OUR REAL
BOARD OF
DIRECTORS!

SAFE STORAGE

IN BOONE'S FIRE-PROOF VAULT

SEND

HANNA
S
'
SEAL.
CLORS
RETAIN
Tl4tR BEAUTY
THRUOUT
T ME.
E.0ARS

—

HAMM A-S
101;
44,

111

TO BOONE'S FOR CLEANING & STORAGE

/ GREEN SEAL
‘
7n(
WILL SAVE
YOU MCNEY
- -- COVERS
MORE SI.RfAt
-CUTS DOWN
PAINT ING
COST S
0

Store Now
DeLuxe Cleaning
Plain Garments — F,aeh

•••
•
Spend your paint money wisely ... invest it in Hanna's
Green seal and get paint satisfaction for years to come.

Hanna s
PAINT
104 Maple St.

45c

60c
Expert skill in cleaning...and
refinishing (reshaping. nps
sewe d, ,buttons replaced,
stubborn spots, perspiration
rerrioved, and other details.
•
— GUARANTEED —
•

Murray,.Ky.

- So. Side Sguare

That is why a-larger number of people
. come to our bank.. They prefer doing
business where their own interests are
paramount—where they are their own
board of directors.

A good job' of cleaning done
strictly on a production basis:
second only to our de luxe
service. No white or evening
garments.

Boone Cleaners

•

- MURRAY LUMBER CO.
262

Standard Cleaning
Plain liarmentss — Each

Our -only concern is that your clothes be cleaned
as is necessary, creating mutual. satisfaction.

ititha *PO

Phone

Pay Next Fall

who the directors of our bank are.,

Telephene 234
Free C•11 Iror and Delivery —

•

BANK
- of MURRAY
Murray, Kentucky

"Big

Enough to Take Care of You— •

Small Enough to be 'Aware of You!
Member Federal Deposatjnsursnce Corporation

kte
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Owen and children and enjoyed
With bombs of destruction, behind every tank that roars its way to
making ice cream Sunday evenmeet the foe are thousands of other persons, men and women.
ing were Mr. and Mrs. Ervin
•
Owen, Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Hatfield
These men and women include office workers, factory workers, and
and sons Frank and Milton. Miss
Monday
spent
McClure
Clay
housewives.
even
administrators
and
Times,
and
The
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway
laborers, chemists, farmers,
Paschall of Puryear. Mr. and Mrs.
in Murray.
Times-liereld, October 20.
And take it for granted that Americans who make up America
Tom Mohaurn of Paris, Miss Rudaughter
and
Published by The Calloway Publishing Company, Inc.
Lax
Vella
Mrs.
labor,
their
of
jealous
standards,
today, who are jealous of their living
bene Ferguson, Miss Drue Nell
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
Linda Simmons
lighting for every dollar they can get, asking for more hours of recrea- Betty Jo and Mrs.
and Benny Robinson, T. L. Mccallers of
afternoon
wee-Monday
pleasureloving
a
sensuality,
of
greed,
of
element
an
containing
Publisher tion,
R. R. MELOAN
Nutt and Sam Webb,
forgotten the moral and religious standards of Mrs. Johnnie Simmons and daughEDWARD FREEMAN
Editor and Business Manager America that has nearly
ANOTHER
Pat
Miss Valda Taylor was a Sunday
those who built this nation out of the rough, are not the Americans who ter. Mary Lucille and Miss
guest in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Assistant Editor can win a real war when the very foundations of this nation might be Weatherspoon.
MARTHA GARDNER
Albritten Buckley and family.
By MARTHA GARDNER
Mrs. Bill Simmons and son WillEntered at the Postoffice, Murray, Kentucky, as second class mail matter. threatened.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Robinson
Ominous indeed is the fact that Japan can build a line battleship— iam Brooks epent Monday and
and children were Sunday visitors
Subscription Rates:—In First Congressional District and Henry and and is dgipg it—at one-third the cost America can build one. Labor is Tuesday v)ith her parents, Mr.
of
manner
1940
one
and
same
This month has been proclaimed
of Mr. and Mrs. Payton Nance
Stewart Counties, Tenn., $1.00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere $2.00. the factor.
and Mrs. Tom Vaughan of near
by the Governor of our Common- wearing them is to tie one around and family.
Tenn.
If there is a Nazi domination of' Europe, aided by the other "isms", Buchanan,
Dairy Month. In com- your waist, apron fashion, over
as
wealth
Miss Louise Lafevers of Union
, Mitchell and Betty Lax pliance with his proclamation, then, white or
Mai.)
pastel shade frocks.
and America becomes actually threatened, then we residents of the
City is visiting relatives and
United States witrbe forced to shed the artificial cloak which clothes we're Thursday afternoon callers of let all housewives see. how great Chic!
.
friends here.
(AN EDITOFUAL SERIAL)
many of us, and get to work and sacrifice without restraint, in. order to Mrs. Rob Duncan and Mrs. Ruth a supply of dairy products they
Maynard of Cedar Knob.
maintain that for which we stand.
Mrs. Charlteen Smith returned
their family in
feeding
in
use
can
When the Nazis fought through neutral Holland, they lost the
The industrialist or small business man who operates` on large
MI s. Johnnie Simmons and chil- an effort to aid in the promohome Thursday after spending
United States of America. That is, much of it.
profits will be forced to forget them. The "40-hour-a-weekers", who dren Mary Lucille and E. H., were tion - of the dairy industry.
few"days in Benton.
forget
The'• young 4olks of this ,
Of course, they never conquered the 'United States and It is prob- get Wages that make Europe marvel and jealous, will have. to have Thursday dinner --guests of Mr.
be
may
-- Ton P'aul-Bucy Was a guest crt- -aid
cheeses
butter
Milk,
will
farmers
shell,
a
into
and Mrs. Henry Ellis. In the used in a vast number of ways munity enjoyed a play party at Mr. and Mrs. Noah Wheatly Sunlematical- if they could—problematical even if they will ever want to. them. Labor unions will have to draw
personal needs.
r
they spent a while with in preparing meals that will con- Ezra Adams' home Saturday night. day.
aftenoon
But when this country saw a nation overrun, when it was trying its to. produce food and be satisfied with plenty of
In short, the America of today will have -to face things as they are: Mrs. Monnie Mitchell, Mrs. Mary
best to be neutral and remain peaceful, the Germans lust no little of our
James Buckley was the week-end
sume larger quantities than we use
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Calloway
sympathy. Already the Fifth Column of apathy had made -inroads in all sham, all greed, all pretense, end the various other factors that grow Wisehart and also an hour With at present and such an increased guest -of Carlton Taylor.
spent the week-end with the lattossed
overboard.
be
to
have
will
them,
of
out
Todd,
impossible.
on
Bud"
the
bordering
"Uncle
America. Its task is now difficult and
1
is
Detroit
farmof
the
Sykes
benefit
certainly
will
Freeman
use
•
ter's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ezra
.Eva Mae Williams -add' brother
America has visualized what could happen and will be ready.
who have learned in the last visiting friends and relatives here. Adams and family.—Clod-Hopper.
This is not idle chatter. History substantiates all claims. Great Beene Speight and Charles Will- ers,
Isolationists, those who wanted the United States to stay out of all
are
cattle
that
daughdairy
years
and
few
Roberts
Mrs.
Demoy
they
reasons
iams, Dolly Mae Maynard and
things pertaining to war, have nonetheless realized that preparation is nations have held sway, conquered, decayed and died. The
It was not because brother Raphael, spent Tuesday a source of income worth having. ter were on the sick list last
It pays to read
Classifieds.
a phase of national conditioning that cannot be overlooked. We must passed out of existence are plainly shown in history.
weaker.
grew
great
powers
the
because
was
it
Custards, scolloped and creamed week.
stronger,
grew
enemies
afternoon on Blood River fishing.
be prepared.
Newport
Cortez
Mrs.
and
Mr.
white.
and
in
the
black
written
that
is
now
weaker
and,
grew
vegetables,
they
reason
The
H.,
Johnnie Simmons and son, E.
Events which followed the invasion of Holland, and which appear at
weather is warmer, ice cerams can and daughter, Mrs. Vergie McIf there are not sufficient persons in the United States willing tar were in Hazel Tuesday.
this moment a possible prelude to the ultimate crushing of France and
Swain, Ms and Mrs. Edd Holt
are unwilling to sacrifice, then
who
those
dominate
to
and
sacrifice
England. also have a lesson.
Pete Wisehart and Decey Mitchell add very appetizing notes to your and
"isms"
will
The
come
grandchildren Betty and
is asking- for.
Concord Saturday meal planning end all tests prove
New
in
were
Mechanized, motor driven, armament has been most effective. America Will get juie what sbe
Americanism, as we know it today.
that the ingredients used in the Ralph were visitors in the home
evening.
Depite the opinion of army experts that after all is said and done the out on top, and they will not include
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hayes and Of ff.:tit,
Should these clouds appear on our horizon, and recent events make
apentry al.,
soldiers on foot will decide the war, it now appears that gasoline driven
Mr. and Mrs. Rainey leovins of preparation of such dishes are
remote one, then this sacrifice must be made.
family of Dover Sunday.
stye home recipe that thousands are using.
healthful.
Wednesday
were
tanks and cars may be one deciding factor. Germany seems to have it appear a possibility, if a
Concord
New
you may not vote,
Get a package of R -E. Compound today.
or
wish
you
as
and
vote
McGhee
and
Mrs.
polls
Gene
and
the
Mr.
to
go
may
You
•
.
known. The rest of the world did not. Or perhaps it was the very
of Mr. arid Mrs. Pete
ii it h
a quart of water, add the
that privilege. You have the right to express your night visitors
of Paris were visitors of jMI: it
of 4 lemons, It's easy. No trouble
effectiveness of the Nazi mobilization system—a style based on American but still you enjoy
Some Red Cross literature that children
anything. You have .the highest Wisehart of Macedonia.
or
anyone
D.
R.
and
Simpson
about
Mrs.
and
opinicns
You need only 2
Mr.
and
all
pleasant.
at
personal
attention
my
to
blueprints.
Mrs. Jerry Simmons of St. recently came
(Stem
tablespoonful s two times a day_
children Wednesday evening,
living standard of any nation in the world. You may go to church or
smnetrrn. I suernight —
with. 48 !IOU!,
However, if it takes mechanical ability and production to win a war, you may not, but you fully believe that, if a person wants to go to the Louis. Mo., is very ill at this writ- stated that Mrs. Sara C. ThompMiss Rubene Ferguson and Miss splendid results are obtained. If tb, paine.
of
woman
-year-151d
88
an
for
son,
wishes
Belle
Kentucky
America's chances are of the best. She is recognized as the greatest church .of his choice, that is his privilege. You may not be a farmer, ing.
do not q.a., kly Inane and if you do not
Charleston, S. C., is, for the fourth Evelyn' Morris were afternoon feel
mechanical nation on earth. She has by many times the greatest number but you believe he has a right to plant the crops he wants, raise the her a speedy recovery.
R u-Ez will cyst you nor sang no
Misses Louise and Doro- try totter,
your dr a ae.st under
a; it is seld
Johnniaa, Simmons and son, E. time in her life engaged in knit- guests of
of automobile drivers, the greatest number of pilots:, commercial air- stock he wants, cut what timber he wants and make the profits he can.
thy Sanders Sunday.
Rsswka
an absolute money-bask guarantee.
war
fur
sweaters
and
socks
Satting
Hazel
in
were
Simmons,
H.
planes, and facilities to build more. She has the greatest factories and
lead,
any
or
silver,
copper
Co, DCUI.J 16 for sale and rrisurntrierideli he,
You believe that, if oil. gas, coal, 'gold,
Taylor
Mrs.
Mr.
of
and
Visitors
already
has
Thompson
Mrs.
relief.
afternoon.
urday
they are located far from bases of possible enemy action.
and
it
to
right
the
halle
you
other mineral is found under your land.
Miss Virginia Ann Houston of made 10 children's sweaters and ••••
America is not ready to produce war machines and materials on a if you do not own land that the person who does own it has the right to it.
big scale, but she soon will be. Henry Ford said his factories in
Faxon was a Sunday dinner guest numerous pairs of socks for suf-•
Government
by
left
if
ferers of the present war, but her
alone
Detroit would turn out 1,000 airplanes a day
You believe you have a right to travel in this nation where you of Misses Mary Lucille and Periaie
first war relief work was during
red tape. There are hundreds more, including the great Lockheed please and without questioning as long as you obey the laws of good Mae Simmons.
factories.
Miss Penile Mae Simmons of the Civil War when She sewed for
behavior. .
•
You believe you have a right to buy what you want in the quantity Hazel was the week-end guest of Confederate soldiers.
America is secomi to none in intelligence.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Her second war relief work was
you want and from whom you please.
Sending of an army overseas if• still meeting opposition and will
done during the Spanish-American
believe you have the tight to work at the job you desire, to quit Simmons.
You
she
home,
at
war
a
--ontinne to do so. If America could not win
World
the
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Simmons wax
during
and
if you do not like it and.to seek another.
certainly could not do so abroad. Perhaps, however, she might do
You believe you'have a right to go to bed and arise when you wish and 'children of • Detroit are in War she knitted 75 paire of socks
yet.
just
either
proving
in
necessity
little
is
there
but
bothc
or
either
and to light your home as you see fit, using as much or as little fuel as for a few days as guests of home and made many woolen helmets
However, technicians, skilled operators, and others wiil be in demand you desire.
folks around Macedonia and New and sweaters. She is the mother
and could help the Allied cause much. The sending of tanks and other
of seven sons.
If you buy a car, you believe you should buy the one you want, pay Providence.
armaments from our factories would be only a step from war itself, and an advertised price, drive itewhere, you want, and when.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Houston and
is not to be recommended—although, of course, Congress will decide that.
of
visitors
you
week-end
go
to
believe
you
entertainment,
were
right
have
the
children
In the wake of the movie
If you desire
Possibly, today we are too late to send aid anyway, possibly not. where you desire and do what you want to do, as long as yea again Mrs. Houston's sister, Mrs. Henry "Swanee
probably
River", and
own
its
as
insofar
ready
getting
is
America
awakened
an
At any rate,
Ellis and Mr. Ellis of Macedonia. started before the picture was
observe the rules of goodbehavior.
shores are concerned,
Me and Mrs. Lloyd Houston and thought of, comes Claire Lee
Yes, all of these are simple things, every day things, things that are
America realizes Great Britain's fleet has patrolled the Atlantic part of the American was, of living. They are so common and so taken son and Henry Ellis. were Sunday Purdy's life of Stephen Foster for
many years for her and permitted more American ships on the Pacific for granted they are but little thought of. However, there is only one morning visitors of Mr. and Mrs. children, which is called
HE
to be ever watchful over a semi-belligerent Asiatic set-up.
.
"limn" that permits all of these and it is Americanism.
HEARD AMERICA SING. The
Johnnie SimmosIll and children.
But there is far more behind Americas defense problem than
business
leaders.
our
Dorothea
our
our
by
pastors
Mr.
economists,
President,
of
illustrated
Our
book is
Sunday afternoon callers
Things that endure are built well from lasting materials,
appears on the galrform We have the factories, the raw materials, the and others 'have been pleading for months for a spiritual revival.
and Mrs. Henry Ellis wefe Miss Cooke and contains 28 of Foster's
brains and nearly all it takes to build up a great war machine. Howmusic.
the
•
with
Why?
Johnsongs
Mrs:
famous
and
most
WillifeMr.
Annie
The insurance companies we represent have endured
ever, we do not want to discount too much another factor, and that is
For the simple reason that a spiritually right human has within him nie Simmons and children.
In speaking o fthe book, Fletcher
through every great conflagration of the country's history.
the.Aniericiiis who live in America.
the power to make sacrifices which would be for the betterment of all,
Mr. ad Mrs. Guthrie Osbron and Hodges, Jr., Curator Foster Hall
Wars are not fought entirely at the front lines., on the sea or in the and would be so minded that he could adapt himself to any circumstances son Bobby D., Mr. and Mrs., Collection, University of PittsSome of them are over a hundred years old.
daughter burgh, says "Children may now
air. Behind every shell that whines a hymn of vengeance as it specs in order to preserve these things that are so peculiar to America and Eunice
Williams and
love.
we
through
the
this
which
sky
plane
with
laden
that
behind
every
drones
They are built well by men of integrity, out of the lasting
toward the enemy,
Eron were Sunday guests of Mrs. become acquainted easily
The storm clouds now hiding the sun from other portions of the Osbron and Mrs. Williams' par- composer, the stories behind his
of fair dealine
materials
the drift this direction and all may
world may fade into oblivion before they
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Mitchell songs, their background and their
serene 'acre. We believe lees is he most logical course, provided and children and Miss Pat Weath- significance
American
the
in
we do not, like the boastful rooster, str e into the center of the ring. erspuon of Macedonia.
scene."
But-foolish indeed is the mariner who does not keep a close watch on his
"Aunt Fannie" Wisehart was a
barometer when storm warnings are posted.
Styles are certainly going "old
dinner guests of her son, Pete
• Let us be watchful at home. discreet abroad. .
Wisehart and Mrs. Wisehart, Sun- fashioned- this year—the latest
INSURANCE AGENTS
wrap is a shawl,. the
evening
were John -C. .Morgan, Mr. and day.
grandour
like
much
kind,
fringed
Gatlin Bldg.
Mr. and Mrs. James Henry GipPhone 331
Mrs. Arthub Zeh of Mayfield, Mr.
Sunday guests of her mothers used to protect their
were
son
and Mrs. Connie Mills and Miss
:
Bonding
Casualty
:
Fire
and Mrs. Jess Dick. dresses from dust when they rode
'•
•What a wonderful
Rachet Morgan, all near relatives. parents; Mr.
horseback. Some of these are
—Kentucky Belle
for a girl -corning home to a
Insurance"
Your
Writes
Who
Difference
a
Bernice doesn't deny being past
Make
"It Imes
squares of lightweight wool chalbright, new,color-filled room.
40, being born in 1891. In the'
lis, others are triangled of the
With
And it's so
county there are two Bernice MorPittsburgh Paints, a Painting
gans, 3 J. T. Cochrans, 2 Tom
Contractor will transform
Turnbows. in fact, 2 everything.
We wish to express our heartany room in one single day.!
There is a hue and a cry for a felt thanks to our friends, our
big rain: The insects have declared nsighbors, and to all who have
waropn all vegetation. All kinds been so kind to us during the ill
of wanes are bringing up the rear, ness and death of our darling
including moles, mice and rabbits. Pauline Moore Raspberry. Your
How do you do everybody, howdy, k.nd worcte and deeds have made
howdy do?
this great sorrow more bearable
A couple of fellows in town ‘axt' and have helped us to better unme if I had "quit", hadn't seen &Mend what Jesus menat when he
-Ole Eagle" in Ledger Se Times said "Inasmuch as ye have done
for past two weeks. Blind as a it unto one of the ,least of these
bat to everything but right.
my brethren ye have done It unto
I suggest that all people, both me."
When this great sorrow
men and women, on the Stella- comes to you, may God bless you
Kirksey gravel highway sign a pe- and help you is our prayer.
tition at once to have that straight
—The Family
highway black-topped and send
the paper. to L. Donaldson, State
highway commissioner. If you do
not, the road will NOT be blackI wish to lxpress my heartfelt
topped. He knew I knew, I knew
thanks to all who showed respect
he knew it.
The awful, desperate. 'wicked during the - long hours of waiting
my
N*1
-OLE EAGLE"
War in Europe is getting this and on through the burial of
cruel
The month of 'May went out country in a jam.
son. Cason. who died so far away.
T
ense!
Past
with the wind from the North. tense!
I hope and pray that all who have
the
It was the coldest. latest spring at
Well folks' I shut my mouth and such deep sorrow may have
waist
corn
COLORS BY NATURE—PAINTS BY PITTSBURGH
blessed
air'*I've "layed by"
will see what is transpiring in the comforting presence of the
May.
of
day
last
those
ago
high 7 years
Saviour as always comes to
garden.—"Ole Eagle".
Now •corn is about 4 inches low.
who trust in Him. My family joins
F YOU'D like to borrow some of mother
And if we have a drouth in Augme in thanks.
ust its a gone goslin, otherwise, a
Mrs. Notia Maddex
nature's thrilling colors to spread sunme.
That's
.eagle.
flying
shine and cheer throughout your home, just call on us.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Pascholl
Gentlemen and ladies, that
Our many years of experience in the paint business is your
young Democrats and baby A. L., of Puryear Route
motorcade of
assurance of competent advice. We will be glad to assist
paraded throughout •Main street 3, visited Mr. and Mrs. Duck Burlast Saturday and engaged the at- ton of Lynnville, Ky., Sunday.
you in choosing your color schemes. You'll find our 1940
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Waldrop of
tention of a thousand' "peeple".
color book a great help. And, if you wish, we will recomThat's my ticket. Hurrah for Bark- Paducah were in the home of Mr. A simple method has saved many
mend a reliable Painting Contractor. It is to our interest
for
and
Mrs. Oles Welch-op of Bell City women a lot of suffering;
Chandler
ley for president and
reelection to Senate. "Ole Eagle" Sunday.
to make sure customers get the best results possible. So
It is based on the fact that headMrs. Mat Waldrop is spending a
thinks so.
.•te you to take advan age of our many services.
we crivi
aches, nervousness, cramp-like pain
Garvan Curd will preach at few days in Padu&h.
of functional
Mrs. Tore Lampkins is some im- are often symptoms
•Union Grove Sunday at 10:45 a.
dysmestorekea due to malnutrition.
FLORIMIDE. Gives a sturdy,
m., and John H. Brinn will be proved at this writing.
WALLHIDE.Walls and ceilings
wear-resisting
Help for this condition an often
Mrs. Tom Lampkins spent Thurstake on new life
at Kirksey at the same hour.
luster to painted
with this WbnLuther Pogue will preach'at Mel- day evening with her daughter. follows the use -of CAIlDUI, befloors. Dries in
derful finish of
ber at 10:45 a. m. When I die Mrs. Lewis Paschall.
riftree-tt usually increases the apalmost nb time.
long lasting
A birthday dinner was given in petite sad the flow of gastric juice;
I'll live, again.
Easy to apply.
beauty.
Mrs. Bernice 'Clarence) Mor- honor of Mrs. Sarah Deering Sun- thus aids digestion and helps build
gan. by invitation, celebrated her day.; ,
physical resistance. Usual result
birthday- June 2 in the home Of - Miss Clovis Bradley was in the is less periodic distress.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joel home of Mrs. Jimmie Paschall for
take CARDUI a few
Many
F. Cochran, and her sister Ruth. a short visit Thursday.
during "the time"
and
before
days
Eyes
--Brown
Those in attendance rim Ms the day
WATERSPAR ENAMEL,
have found this helps ease periodic
discomfort. Women have used
The one-coat enamel for woodwork and furniture.
CARDLTI for more than 50 years!
Flows smoothly. Leaves no brushmarke Dries in
%TERM,
four beers. This durable fmish can be cosily cleaned.
for
seume--and lack of pep
Notice. is hereby given to all
Constipation and the most common type of
persons having claims against the
easy way
Malaria are
estate of Sadie Ragsdale, deceased, 'to please file same with.
Tower
Water
Opposite
bottle
one
taking
after
Just
satisfied
inmuch
Many persons report
72
me at the Bank of Murray. after
creased pep and energy after taking your druggist is authorized to re- having proved said claims as re, one bottle of Nash's C. & L. futd every cent of your purchase quired under ,the statutes. This
one)
Tonic. If - you have no organic price. Price 50 cents.
must be done on or before the
*rouble and your lazy dragget conFor sale by all good Drug Stores 20th day of June, 1940, or be forConstidition is caused by Malaria,
.
and featured by
ever barred.
pation and Biliousness due to an
This the 28th .day of May, 1940.
unbalanced 'diet we urge that you
Murray, Kentucky
Elbert A. Laseitere
Phone 97
West'Maple Street
TRY NASH'S C. & L. TONIC FOR
Executor of- Estate of
JUST ONE WEEK on our - money
Sudie Ragsdale, 1eeeased
back guarantee. If you are not
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Lemon Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pain Quickly

ENDURANCE

We Had Betty's Room Repainted
to Surprise Her!

Frazee & Melugin

Stella Gossip

surprise

easy, too.

Card of Thanks
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ITS OWN CAR LEADER

Card of Thanks

I

Cottage Grove Rt. 2

"Build-Up" Relief
Explained to Women
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ARE YOU LAZY?

Much laziness

Smova

Executor's Notice

relieved this

CALLOWAY COUNTY LUMBER CO.
Phone

PITTSBURGH

caused by temporary
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CAR

Men and products may v;i: for
!eadership, but it is the public that
confers it... . And again in 1940,
the ninth time in the last ten
years. oeople are buying more Chevrolets *han any other make of car!
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Mrs. J. B. Hodges, Mrs. John HarLloyd—Letricia
Outland: In a
vey Perkins and daughter Janice
Watermelon
Patch.
Grey—Eva
PHONE 347, PLEASE
MRS. HARRY L SLICDD, Editor
Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Mark Oliver,
Frances Woods: Airs and Graces.
Mrs Jack Wynn, Mrs. Elise GarFranklin. .Song .Without Words.
Friday. Jane 7
land and children. Myrtle Lou,
Eberhardt— Jane Reeder; On the
The Arts and Crafts Club will Alice and Hilda Ann, Mrs. Taft
Travis
Meadow, Lichner—Mary
meet at three o'clock at the home
and daughter Peggy,
Willard;
in D Flat. Chopin— of Mrs. Mayme Randolph. Mem- Patterson
Mrs. Kelly Burton and daughter
Evelyn Aahart; yalse Miniature,
bers please note change of dates Audie. Mrs. Otho Burton, Mrs.
Ewing. Curious Story, Heller—
Wendell Patterson. Mrs. Noah
Haze!' Hood.
The Friday afternoon bridge Moody, Mrs. Harold Oglesby and
Spring
Twilight.
Zamecnik—
meet
with Mrs. H. I daughter Beverly, Mrs. Everett
club will
Nancy Dolly Wolfson; Bagatelle. Sledd at 2.30 p. m.
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
Massey, Mrs. Myrtis Perry, Mrs.
Beethoven—Betty Yancey: Salute
afternoon each week.
Saturday. June 8
Claude Steele. Mrs. A. J. Wilson,
to the.,Colors. Anthony—Jean ButMiss Martha Lou Hayes • will be Mrs. Luna Wilson, Mrs. E G.
terworth; Tarantella, Piecznoka— hostess to the children of the Moody, Mrs.
Vernon Moody and
Joan Farris; Theme and Variations, Confederacy at two o'clock at daughter Patsy. Mrs. Euria
Smith,
Zamecnik—Jane Roberts: To the Collegiate Inn.
Mrs. Aubrey Smith. Mrs. Alvis
Risint Sun. Torjussen—Ann Owen;
Monday, Jane 10
Smith. Misses Sheltie Scarbrough
Kinder Concerto (Hungarian RonMrs. Charles . Hire will be at and Jaunita Wynn, Mr. and Mrs.
Jacqueline
SherHaydn—
game
the
of
conclusion
at
the
Marynee
home to the Monday afternoon Everette Oliver.
.'Miss
- The marrrage. .01
borough; Marimba Solo: Caprice bridge club.
Farmer and E. L. Noel. Jr,. which
Viennois, Kreisler—Jane Morris;
to
surprise
Holds
Society
pleasant
Missionary
Hobby Club Entertained
came as a'
Tarantella,
Heller—Mary
Helen
The Mettle Bell Hayes Circle
Meeting
At Luncheon
their many friends, was revealed
Gordon: Londonderry
Air, Folk will hold the regular meeting at
tea
Missionary
Soinformal
Waters
ei,.lovely
Alice
The
at
Mrs. C. C. Farmer was hostess
Saturday
Song—Florence Thurman: Waltz
p. m. at the home of Mrs. to the Hobby Club at a delightful
which was given by the bride's ciety held the general meeting in. A Elat Rrahms.—Rilly Jo Caud- 7:30
Etheit
..wear.
.
alternonn—st -tite—ttletho
luncheon. last Tivtirsday at - her
rn-OthTf.- MrS7—Stiltair
home on Main Street.
their home on Poplar Street. A that church with Mrs. Bryan TolSea
.Gardens.
Cooke—Marjorie
Miss Estelle Houston, Mrs. Lexie
The hours were spent in sewing
color scheme of pink and white ley presiding.
Vane
No.
3.
Dancla—
Arnett:
Air
Ward,
and
Mrs.
Eugene
was
Shipley for the Red Cross.
The subject for study
was developed in the decorations
Richard
Prelude
in
C
Hood:
Shari)
will
be
hostesses
to
the
rooms
Euzelian
Mrs.
J.
-Christian Brotherhood."
Guests, in addition to members,
of the spacious reception
Minor. Rachmaninoff—Marion .Sharwith a . profusion of pink. roses B. Wilson conducted the devo- borough: Fifth Nocturne. Leybach Class of the First Baptist Church included Mrs. A. B. Austin, Mrs.
at
seven-thirty
o'clock
at
the
led
by
home
arrangement.
prayer
was
the
tional
and
L. M. Parris and Mrs. H. C.
used in artistic
—Martha Bell Hood; Dreams. Che- of Mrs. Hardin Morris on Olive
Corn
The guests were received-- by Mrs. J. D Sexton. Mrs. Garnett noweth—Sue Callis; Prelude in G Street.
solo
with
vocal
presented
a
Jones
who
Mrs. Farmer and Mrs. Noel
Minor.
Rachmaninoff— Marjorie
Coleman-Humphreys Weddle/
were assisted in entertaining by Mrs. Roy Farmer at the piano.
Fooshee: The Fawns, Chaminade—
with
dismissed
meeting
was
The
Solemnised June First
Mrs. Noble Knight. Mrs. Luther
W.
Mrs.
and
Fulton
Mrs. Marvin
Jane
Morris;
A
La
Bien
Aimee,
prayer by Miss Alice Waters.
Compton, Mrs. Coy Cook, Miss
Beautiful and impressive in its
M. Reeder.
Schutt—Betty Jo Lassiter: Air VaMyrtle Compton. Mrs. Will Fu- simplicity Was the ceremony which
Following the arrival of the
ne No. 2. Dancla—Claire Fenton;
trell,
and
Mrs.
C.
T.
Rushing.
Have
Picnic
Farmers
Future
united
Miss Jenny Wren Colepresented
Rokoczy March (Hungarian Rhapguests a telegram was
• • • • •
The Future Farmers oi Ameri- sody No. 151. Liszt—Eleanore Hire.
man and D. T. (Buddy) Humphreys
at the door and handed to Mrs.
Mrs.
Oliver
Has
Quilting
School and
in marriage. The ceremony was
• • • • •
,ee. V. Havens who read the fol- ca of the. Training
Friends and relatives met at the performed by Rev. Sam P. Martin
lowing announcement: "Mr. and their dates had a picnic last Fri- Nurses Training School Alumni
home
of
Mrs.
Everett
Oliver
on
the
at his home on Saturday afterAtm Arthur Farmer announce the day evening in the lawn at
Entertain Graduating Class
Friday, May 24. for an all-day noon, June first.
marriage of their daughter. Mary- home of Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
The graduating class of the Will- quilting. Two quilts were comMiss Dorothy Mae Broach and
nee. and E. L., Noel. Jr., which Brooks.
iam
Mason
Memorial Hospital pleted and another almost finish- C. W.
Weiners and marshmallows we
Jones were the only attendwas solemnized on October le.
School of Nursing was entertained ed.
contests
games
and
roasted
and
ants.
1939. at Metropolis. 111.. with the
at
Macon
Manor
Thursday
evening.
At the noon hour a pot luck dinThe bride who is a daughter of
W. Cummings performing were enjoyed during the evening. May 30. by the alumni of the insti- ner was served to the
Rev.
following Mrs. Trixie Coleman and a recent
There swere about thirty-five
the ceremony.
tution, immediately following com- guests:
graduate
of
present.
Murray
Training
mencement exercises which were
Best wishes were 'extended the
Mrs. Roy Marr, Mrs. Ora King School, wore for her marriage a
held at the First Methodist Church. and daughter Linda, Mrs. Grover
bride, and the guests were then Sunshine Friend Club Has
brown linen ensemble with white
invited into the dieing room where
The beautiful home of Dr. and Hodges, Mrs. Dociei Thomas and
Dutch Luncheon
,
a dainty tea course was served.
Mrs. W. H. Mason was beautifully son Chester, Mrs. Mary Thomas, (Society Continued on Page 5)
The Sunshine Friend' bridge chib decorated ssith exquisite cut flowThe table was draped with a lace
cloth, and held a centerpiece of enjoyed a Dutch luncheon Friday ers and roses. The guests were
pink at the home of Mrs. Gingles
rosebuds with tall
pink
received in the spacious reception
tapers burning in silver candle- us
room by Dr. Mason where the folIn the afternoon bridge was lowing program was given:
holders. The mints, sandwiches
and cookies repeated the pink and played and the club prize for high
Mrs. Myrtle Garrett, president of
OF PADUCAH
white color scheme. Mrs. .Havens score was awarded Mrs. J. R. Wil- the local alumni assoeiation, gave
liams and the guest prize Mrs
presided at the 'tea table.
greetings
to
the
class
of
1940
and
John WhitnelL
is the 'attractive
Mrs. Noel
Geests, in 'addition to members, was followed by a report of the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Mrs. Whitnell and Mrs. year's work by Miss Marguerite
were
Farmer, and her charming perGatten. secretary.
Outland.
Beale
sonality has endeared her to a
Mrs. Hilton 'Hughes read a paper
wide' circle of friends. She is a
On -The Purpose of the Alumni
Ladies'
Aid
Meets
At
Church
College
State
student at Murray
Association." Miss Grace Bartlett
The Ladies' Aid met Tuesday discussed the -Aim of the Alumni
where she is active in campus affairs. and was chosen, for the part afternoon at the First Christian Association.- and Miss L. F. Kenof the leading lady in the movie Church. Financial and other re- dall read an interesting paper ret
which was sponsored recently by ports on the year's work were -The Task of the. 'Alumni Aspresented.
the Lions Club.
sociation.
There was a large attendance.
Miss Grace Bartlett and M. W.
M. Noel. the son of Mr, , and
• • • ••
Hickok. accompanied at the piano
Mrs: E. .L Noel. Sr.. of Sinnerset.
Waiters
And
Mrs.
Fox
Miss
by Miss Marguerite Gatten, gave
will receive his degree , in social
Present .Pittpiis. In Recital
a duet dedicated to the graduating
science at Murray State is FebMiss
Lillian
Mrs.
W.
Waiters
ind
prominent
taken
a
class
He
has
of 1940. the words of which
ruary.
part in athletics, having been a H. Fox presented their - pupils in were composed by Mts. Myrtle
member of the varsity tennis team piano and violin, in,, recital on Garrett.
Impromptu talks were given by
for two years. and on the boxing Thursday evening. May 30. in the
members of. the graduating class.
team in 1938. He is a member of college auditorium.
Prizes were presented at the
A beautiful bronze plaque bearthe M Club. the Physical Education Club. and is a former vice- concl ion of the program. Claire i ng the Florence Nightingale
vioFento
receiv
ea•ward
in
Geology
club.
pledge,
was presented to the school
president of the
awards were as fol- of nursing by the graduating class.
Mr. and Mrs. Noel Are at home lin an
for the present with the bride's lows:-,beginners' group, Barbara In accepting the gift. Dr. W H.
Ashcraft; intermediate, Jacqueline Mason .said the. plaque would be
parents.
Sharborougli ' iflith JO/h.- Farris and plaeed in a prominent- position on
Hazel Hood receiving honorable the w4,11s .of the Mason Memorial
Mrs. Kirk is Club Hostess
And other famous brands,
Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk was hostess mention: in -the advanced group Hospital. In presenting the instiSaturday afternoon to members Marion Sharborough and Martha tution with a group picture of the
graduating class of 1940. members
of her bridge club and the' fol- Bell Hood tied for honors.
of the graduating group indicated
The program follows:
lowing guests: Miss Mary VirMarch of the Wee Folks, Gay- it was their wish that this beginia Diugwd of Memphis and Mrs.
nor— Barbara Glenn
Ashcraft; come a tradition of the school.
Will H. Whitnell
Tea was served the guests in the
Mrs. Gingles Wallis received the Swans onv_the Lake:—Thompson—
prize for high score and gifts Anna Rtii Billington: Rolling artistically arranged dining room.
The guest list included members
were presented Miss Diuguid and Along. Saunders—hen Corn; Leola Waltz. Krogman—Will Edd of the 1940 class: Miss Pauline
Mrs. Whitnell.
Raisor,
Miss Nellie Westrick, Miss
A dainty salad plate was served Bailey: The Tambourine Dancer,
Helen Douglass, Miss Rita Tibbets,
Miss Catholene MacAlexander, Miss
For Friday and Saturday only.
Mary Born, Miss Myrtie Ann Brassington. Miss Esther Rose, Miss
Mary Head, Miss Rachel Wheeler,
Miss Marion Schechter, Mrs. Myrtle
Jenks, Rolland Jenks, Wm. Maddox and Willis Hickok....
Alumni members present included Mrs
Myrtle Garrett. Miss
Marguerite Gatten. Miss L. F.
Kendall, Miss Ruby_ Rose, Miss
Grace Bartlett: associate members,
M. W. Hickok. Mrs. E. M. Kee;
You'll appreciate the abbreviated chic of these
other- guests
were Dr. W. H.
perfect fitting underthings.
Mason, Dr. E L. Garrett, Dr.'
Fisher. Dr. Katherine Fisher. Mr.
ENAMEL
THE ONE COAT GLOSS
and Mrs. Clifton Brown, Cincin
nati. 0.. Mrs. L. E. Brown, Murwith 107 ries an.ad du lunar Makes
ray, Elder Robert Whitsett, Louisfurniture, w•Ils, woodwork,
ville, Miss Ruth Bartlett, Moreland,
sparkle with color. Odd furniture
Ky., Hilton Hughes, Ralph Wear,
and knrck-knacks of •Il sorts can
Mrs. Willis Hickok, Miss Bertha
be returned to useful service with
Jenson, Mrs. W. F. Skinner, Miss
only one coat of this decorative
Mabel Harris, Miss Patricia Mason,
OF PADUCAH
enamel that is so easy to apply,anyMiss Nera Fisher, Miss Velma
one can use it. Enamitioid leaves
Ward: Mr. Herman Jenks, Mrs. M.
no brusb•marks. Drier, in four to
W. Hickok.. Dr. Or K. Mason was
six hours to a smooth, lustrous
Uinable to' be present because of
surface. Choice of 16 sparkling
an urgent case at the hospital.
colors. Don't miss this remarkable bargain. Come to our stori.
Mrs. Thornton Is Honoree
today'.
Mts. Tilman Barrow entertained
Saturday, May 25. with a shower
honoring Mrs_ Murrell Thornton.
Games and contests were enjoyed
during the afternoon and prizes
For
were awarded Mrs. Corm Thorna limited time
ton and Mrs. Ruby Aaker.
only
The honoree received many lovely 'and useful gifts.
Delightful
refreshments
were
served to the following guests: _.
Mrs. W. B. Lassiter, Mrs. J. W.
After bath
Barrow, Mrs. Herman Outland,
Mrs. Ruby Eaker, Mrs. Johnie
Barrow, Mrs. Wavel Outland, Miss
MONEY4AVING COUPON
Pauline Pointer. Mrs. Conn Thornb..,nni Si. compoo is tsintibd to be, ono
ton, Mrs. Rudy McDougal, Mrs. C.
t
Sser..ts • Witham SAamalind at tie
C. Jones. Mrs. Murrelle Thorns
pelt* i4 49s. Gobi for Obi week soh.
ton. and Mis. Tilman Barrow.
•
#
Those sehding gifts were mrs,
PAW
Torn Bell, Mrs. Pearl Clark, Mrs.
ADDRIMIL
Otho Cook, Mrs. Bufford Barrow,
TATW
CITY
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the quality star; of fine fashions

1.
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Marriage of Miss Farmer and Mr. Noel
Is Revealed Saturday at Lovely Tea

The aristocrat
of all summer hats

Genuine -Ecuadorian

EL

Panamas
3.75

schi
two
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of t
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prir
Sch,
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at I
mad

Values ;5.00 and over

"Genuine Panama"
stamped on each hat
Millinery Shop
Zed Floor

teal
sell(
Hut
in t
add•
the
„ran

W1 T

Fashion dictates

the quality store of fine fashions

WEDGIES

Lorraine Week

For summer

smartness

Kin
A
Rau
Hev
Kau

Fi

You'll find a new sensation when you
slip into a pair of these enchanting wedge
heel sandals They'll give you the heelto-toe support that means real comfort
and yet they'll make your feet look sizes
smaller
. a miracle combination!

1.•

Patriot Red, Federal Blue,
candystriped seersucker, and
all white.

Shoe Dept. —.1st Floor

OUR

.

FIRST

SHIPMENT

Sold Out

ENAMELOI

Pi

rept

2 for 1.00

.

w•A ruins

(21
aa

SPECIAL!

2.00_
Made of Smooth

ROGER & GALLET

Liquid Latex

Talcum
59c

the quality store of fine fashions
-r

Watkins, Incorporated, Paducah, Ky.

Plias* send me--Playtex Loong Grafi ot $200 each

LIMITED—ONE TO A CUSTOMER
waitinches
pink 0

REGULAR 1.00 VALUE
Zephyr-light and hauntingly fragrant, Roger and
Gillet bath talc with its mellow coolness will hover
about you through the day

MURRAY PAINT &
WALLPAPER Co.

Prescriptions

Phone 323

Accurately and Carefully
Compounded of Purest
Drugs

,-,*
••••IMIM11111•11••••11•11111

hips ,

whit.0

cod. 13

charge 0
«m u... PO.on.

Coneeties ... lid Floor

•

-sic-,is -4.
sete-see...,
,

•
.

•

I.

4
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Mis
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ert
foe
and

roll

and

inches

street
city

Fri
Fril
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rifts
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blue 0

noes

FLELTRS D'AMOUR
BLUE CARNATION

trck
last
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giv
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arid
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Joh

Fl

Watkins '
CI
Second Floor

16 FASCINATING COLORS

"What a lot of painting I can
do with ENANIELOID at this
,
money-saving price!"

Girdle

Brand new as this edition of your newspaper . . A
revolutionary, simple garment made to give you a
smooth, slim outline in everything from an evening
dress to a bathing suit. Not a corset—Not an outdated
rubber girdle, but" a new method of curve-control.
The secret is lees,

the quality store of fine fashions

•

Wal
las
win
Rea
L.
Bob
Doh
But
tie
Nell

Con

Playtex

.AT THIS ASTONISHING LOW PRICE!

e

Parl
stea
Cur
Erse
Jots

Shorty Pants
& Briefs

W MAIMS

North 4th. Street'

Wal
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Futi
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liar
Spa
Mn,
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IN 2 DAYS

SPECIAL!

SH1RW
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check enclosed 0
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